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Ms. Gretchen Hall, President/CEO
Little Rock Convention & Visitors Bureau
101 South Spring Street – 4th Floor
Little Rock, Arkansas 72201
Dear Ms. Hall:
Crossroads Consulting Services LLC has completed its market and financial analysis associated with a
potential new indoor multi-sport facility in Little Rock, Arkansas. The report presented herein includes
the summary of findings, conclusions, and recommendations from our research.
This report was prepared for the Little Rock Convention & Visitors Bureau for its decisions regarding
the above referenced project. The findings and assumptions contained in the report reflect analysis of
primary and secondary sources. We have utilized sources that are deemed to be reliable but cannot
guarantee their accuracy. All information provided to us by others was not audited or verified and was
assumed to be correct. Furthermore, estimates and analysis regarding this project are based on trends
and assumptions and, therefore, there will usually be differences between projected and actual results
because events and circumstances frequently do not occur as expected, and those differences may be
material. We have no obligation, unless subsequently engaged, to update this report or revise this
analysis as presented due to events or conditions occurring after the date of this report. The
accompanying report is restricted to internal use by the Little Rock Convention & Visitors Bureau and
may not be relied upon by any third party for any purpose including financing. Notwithstanding these
limitations, it is understood that this document may be subject to public information laws and as such
can be made available to the public upon request.
Although you have authorized reports to be sent electronically for your convenience, only the final hard
copy report should be viewed as our work product.
We have enjoyed working on this phase of our engagement and look forward to the opportunity to
provide you with continued service in the future.
Sincerely,

Crossroads Consulting Services LLC

5401 W. Kennedy Boulevard ∙ Suite 755 ∙ Tampa, Florida 33609 ∙ Phone 813.281.1222 ∙ Fax 813.315.6040
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Introduction
Project Background
Municipalities and states throughout the U.S. have recognized the economic benefits associated with
operating various public assembly facilities. In recent years, several indoor and outdoor sports
complexes have been developed throughout the country with the use of public funds due, in part, to the
ability of these venues to generate economic activity at area businesses and tax revenues for local and
State entities. In order to maximize resources, communities are increasingly seeking projects that better
respond to the anticipated long-term needs of area residents and attract out-of-town visitors. As such,
some communities choose to pursue sports complexes in order to capitalize on existing assets and
enhance market opportunities by targeting a diverse set of demand generators.
Little Rock is located in central Arkansas along the Arkansas River and is the State’s capital. It is
situated at the intersection of interstates 30 and 40, approximately 130 miles west of Memphis,
Tennessee and 150 miles southeast of Fort Smith, Arkansas.
Arkansas, known as The Natural State, is a popular destination for outdoor adventure. Little Rock
contributes to this status by offering some of the State’s best golf courses and popular recreation areas
such as the Big Dam Bridge, an extensive trail system, and several parks.
The mission of the Little Rock Convention and Visitors Bureau (LRCVB) is to improve the quality of
life and the local economy in Little Rock by bringing visitors, meetings, conventions, and events to the
City; responsibly manage public funds in its charge; efficiently operate the facilities it manages; and
serve customers, visitors and delegates with courtesy, knowledge and skill. The LRCVB is funded by
proceeds from the local advertising and promotion tax (a 2.0% tax on hotel/motel stays and purchases of
prepared food). It is the official marketing arm of the City and its mission is to promote Little Rock and
its environs.
The Little Rock Advertising and Promotion Commission is the governing body for LRCVB. It is a
volunteer board consisting of seven members – two City of Little Rock elected officials or board
members, four owners within the Little Rock hospitality industry and one at-large seat.
As outlined in its strategic plan, one of the LRCVB’s main objectives is to increase the demand for hotel
room nights, restaurant receipts, and other events and activities that positively affect the local tourism
industry. The Sales and Services Department’s primary goal is to bring visitors to the City. Little Rock
has been successful in hosting events/tournaments for a variety of sports that draw visitors to the area.
The spending associated with these visitors generates annual economic and fiscal impacts to the local
and State economies.
Given Little Rock’s current supply of facilities, a large portion of tournament activity held in the market
has been outdoor sports such as baseball, softball, soccer, football, lacrosse, rugby, etc. As part of its
strategic planning effort, the LRCVB’s Sales and Services Department has identified demand for more
tournament activity for indoor sports if more courts were available in a single multi-sport facility.
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Purpose of the Study
Given this backdrop and the LRCVB’s stated strategic goal to develop and grow sports opportunities,
the City of Little Rock and the Little Rock Advertising & Promotion Commission (doing business as the
LRCVB) hired the project team of Crossroads Consulting Services LLC (Crossroads Consulting) and
Convergence Design to assist in assessing the potential market demand and financial implications of
constructing and operating a new indoor multi-sport facility. It is envisioned that the potential facility
will be used for recruiting sporting events, growing existing sporting events, and as a rental facility for
practices and other special events as available.
Work Plan
Research tasks completed as part of this study effort include, but were not limited to, the following:


Conducted interviews and/or work sessions with stakeholders including, but not limited to,
representatives from the City, existing facility operators, as well as other area groups involved in the
sports industry.



Analyzed select market characteristics including demographic/economic data, area employment,
accessibility, hotel statistics, tourism statistics, and area attractions.



Profiled existing and planned sports facilities in the local area, State, and region based on primary
and secondary data sources including phone interviews with facility management and surveys of
existing/potential users.



Surveyed and/or interviewed existing and potential users of the potential new indoor multi-sport
facility.



Obtained and analyzed available data including, but not limited to, ownership, management, building
program, event activity, financial operations, and lessons learned from comparable sports facilities.



Identified market-related strengths, challenges, opportunities, and threats associated with the
potential new indoor multi-sport facility.



Recommended preliminary program elements for the potential new indoor multi-sport facility based
on market research.



Conducted an architectural site analysis.



Prepared a preliminary project cost estimate.



Developed estimates of potential usage/event activity and operating revenues and expenses for the
potential new indoor multi-sport facility.



Prepared estimates of economic and fiscal impacts associated with operations of the potential new
indoor multi-sport facility.

The remainder of this report summarizes the key findings from our research and analysis.
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Executive Summary
Market research conducted for this study indicates that a new indoor multi-sport facility would place
Little Rock in a more competitive position to attract additional sporting events/competitions that will
draw out–of-town attendees who will generate additional revenue to both Little Rock and the State of
Arkansas. This section summarizes key findings and conclusions.
Little Rock has worked to establish itself as a sports tourism destination and currently hosts a variety of
sporting events within the community. Tournament producers typically consider both market
characteristics such as demographic and economic statistics, accessibility, hotel supply and affordability
as well as facility/complete building program elements when deciding where to host their events. In
addition, surveys of indoor sports competition event producers conducted as part of this study effort
indicate that a potential new indoor sports facility could draw participants from greater than 200 miles.
The Little Rock Metro Area has a population of approximately 728,300 people and the secondary
market provides an incremental population of approximately 6.9 million people from which to draw.
The age distribution and median age is generally the same in the Little Rock Metro Area and the 200mile radius. Both median and average household income are higher in the Little Rock Metro Area as
compared to the 200-mile radius.
Accessibility and geographic location impact a facility’s overall marketability. Little Rock is located at
the crossroads of Interstate 40 and Interstate 30 which provides direct access to several major
metropolitan areas including Atlanta, Dallas, Houston, Kansas City, Memphis, Nashville, New Orleans
and St. Louis. Commercial air access is provided by the Clinton National Airport, which is located five
miles from downtown. Proximate, convenient air access can be beneficial in accommodating the needs
of sporting event promoters/producers, athletes/teams or their VIPs.
Proximity to hotels with multiple service levels and price points is advantageous in attracting
competitive sporting events that draw overnight attendees. Annual average daily rate at Little Rock
hotels has steadily increased each of the past three years whereas occupancy has fluctuated over the last
several years - increasing in 2011 and 2012 before experiencing a slight decrease in 2013 then
rebounding again in 2014. Surveys of tournament organizers indicate that the average hotel room rate
participants would likely be willing to pay for at Little Rock area hotels is higher than the annual ADR
which could be an advantage in booking new tournament activity.
Sports-related activity accounted for 37% of the total LRCVB meeting and convention sales bookings
made in 2014. Based on information provided by the LRCVB, sports-related activity generated
approximately 55,000 room nights and 268,400 in total attendance in 2014, making this a strong target
market for future business.
Tourism is a significant economic generator for both Little Rock and the State of Arkansas. During
2013, visitors to Arkansas totaled 23.3 million person-trips. In 2013, visitors spent an average of
$255.90 per trip, resulting in nearly $6 billion in total travel expenditures, $311 million in State taxes
and $113 million in local taxes.
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Total travel expenditures in both Pulaski
In 2013, total travel expenditures in
approximately 28% of the State total.
increased each of the last four years.
represented 25% of the State total.

County and Arkansas have been trending upward since 2010.
Pulaski County were $1.67 billion which accounted for
The number of visitor-person trips in Pulaski County has
In 2013, the 5.75 million visitor-trips in Pulaski County

Between 2010 and 2013, the average expenditure per person-trip increased each year in both Pulaski
County and Arkansas. During this same period, the average expenditure per person-trip in Pulaski
County has been higher than that for the State.
The primary local venues used for multi-court related tournaments are the Statehouse Convention Center
and UALR Jack Stephens Center. In addition, there are relatively few facilities in the State that would
be competitive with a potential new indoor multi-sport facility in Little Rock. Many of the local and
State facilities were designed to accommodate other primary market niches including group/meeting
business and University-related events. While these venues can accommodate multiple courts, they are
not as user-friendly as a dedicated multi-court indoor sports facility. The lack of a similar venue in the
immediate region is a market advantage for the potential new indoor multi-sport facility in Little Rock
based on its anticipated program dedicated to effectively accommodating indoor competitive sports
activity. Several of the existing facilities in Little Rock have the capability to accommodate the
championship events which could impact the required program and related cost of construction for the
potential new indoor multi-sport facility. Further, the presence of the proposed new indoor multi-sport
facility would increase date availability at existing area venues allowing them to better accommodate
their target markets and diversify visitation while expanding sports related visitation as well.
A growing number of communities are realizing the economic value of sports tourism. Individual and
team indoor sport participation statistics reveal competitive sports are a significant market in the U.S.
As a point of reference, a nationwide survey conducted in 2014 by the Sports and Fitness Industry
Association (SFIA) in conjunction with the Physical Activity Council (PAC) estimated there were 70.1
million indoor sport participants in 2013 which represent a significant potential demand segment for
both casual/recreational play and competitive level tournaments that could be held in a potential new
indoor multi-sport facility in Little Rock.
Surveys of competitive sporting event organizers indicated strong interest in hosting a variety of types
and levels of sporting events at a potential indoor multi-sport facility in Little Rock if it met their
facility/program needs. Event characteristics from survey respondents expressing interest in hosting
their event at the proposed new indoor multi-sport facility in Little Rock such as the number of event
days, number of participants and spectators, percentage of attendees staying overnight in a hotel,
average number of nights in the host city and associated spending characteristics are supportive of the
LRCVB’s objective to generate additional sports tourism room nights that positively impact local and
State economies.
Users have indicated that the availability of youth-friendly recreational and entertainment options such
as malls, movie theaters, restaurants and bowling alleys is another factor that sporting event producers
take into account when selecting a destination for their event and is important for periods when
attendees are not at event-related functions. Little Rock’s community attributes are well-suited to
attracting this demand segment.
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Relative to program, sports event producers interviewed indicated the need for additional indoor court
space in Little Rock to maintain existing events as well as increase market share in this segment. In
addition to positioning itself as an indoor sports facility for tournament activity that generates economic
and fiscal impacts, there are also non-tournament needs such as practices, league play and specialized
skill training at both the youth and adult level which could benefit the local community.
Court space is versatile and can accommodate multiple sports including taekwondo/martial arts,
wrestling, boxing, volleyball, basketball, cheerleading, dance, and table tennis as well as other unique
and growing sports such as pickleball. These indoor sporting events generally require a flat floor with a
surface where sport specific surfaces (such as Mondo sports floor covering for volleyball or mats for
cheerleading or wrestling) can be brought in as needed. As such, it was determined that the additional
capital and on-going operating expenses associated with constructing a multi-purpose indoor facility
with multiple surfaces, such as artificial turf or an indoor track, was not supported by market demand at
this time.
Research indicates that constructing a facility with the following building program elements and patron
amenities would significantly enhance Little Rock’s marketability for attracting competitive indoor
sporting events.
The general scope of the recommended new indoor multi-sport facility includes:
•

8 to 10 tournament quality basketball courts (or 16 to 20 volleyball courts) that provide a critical
mass of competitive floor space that can accommodate a wide variety of sports activities

•

Flexible design that is divisible and can adequately accommodate multiple, simultaneous events,
including court dividers

•

Spectator seating should be offered and, ideally, a minimum of 2,500 seats up to a maximum of
4,000 retractable seats (which can be augmented by portable, temporary bleachers) for a
championship court setting - Having said that, other facilities in the market can accommodate
championship games and, as such, less seating would still make the venue marketable for qualifying
round activity

•

Consistent lighting for all courts which should implement energy conservation measures

•

Adequate, convenient on-site parking and appropriate parking management to accommodate heavy
tournament traffic flow

•

Restrooms, concessions stands, and Wi-Fi service

•

Merchandise/pro shop area

•

Registration area

•

Locker rooms/lounges for teams and officials

•

On-site storage space for the facility and equipment

•

Administrative space for facility management

•

Flex space that can be used for meeting/breakout rooms, hospitality/VIP areas, media/interview
room, banquet space
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•

Open space used for team gathering areas and warm-ups

•

Charging stations and/or electrical outlets throughout facility

•

Scoreboards with timing systems on each court

•

Backboards, net systems, and support equipment for major event uses

•

PA System

Preliminary project cost estimates associated with the proposed new indoor multi-sport facility range
from approximately $30 million for a moderate program to $39 million for a comprehensive program.
Given the preliminary nature of the project, these preliminary total project cost estimates include
building and construction costs as well as allowances for construction contingency, design fees and
furniture, fixtures and equipment (FF&E).
The consultant team also considered a total of eight potential sites for the proposed new indoor multisport facility. All sites considered in this analysis are publicly owned. While private sector sites may be
an option for consideration, the consultant team focused on publicly owned sites to exclude costs
associated with site acquisition. Sites were visually surveyed and photographed and a comparative
analysis matrix was developed which ranked the candidate sites on various criteria. The preliminary site
analysis indicated that there are several viable options for the proposed new indoor multi-sport facility.
The following table summarizes the estimated usage/event activity for the proposed new indoor multisport facility for a stabilized year of operations.
Potential New Indoor Multi-Sport Facility in Little Rock
Summary of Estimated Usage
Category
Range
Tournament Activity
Total Events
29
Total Event Days
73
Total Number of Participants
26,400
Total Number of Spectators
52,800
Average Length of Stay (Days)
2.5
Total Attendee Days
198,000
-

34
85
31,200
62,400
2.5
234,000

Leagues & Camps/Clinics
Total Participant Days

129,100

129,100

-

Grand Total Attendee Days
327,100
363,100
Notes: Participants are defined as athletes, coaches, officials, trainers, organizers
(i.e., anyone that is part of the tournament).
Spectators are defined as friends, family and fans.

Based on the estimate of usage, the number of hotel room nights generated from activities at the
potential new indoor multi-sport facility is estimated to range from 36,500 to 44,400 in a stabilized year
of operations based on the assumption that 70% of potential tournament attendees stay overnight and
average 3.0 people per hotel room.
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Based on the assumptions outlined in this report, it is estimated that the potential new indoor multi-sport
facility will operate near break-even before taxes, debt service and depreciation in a stabilized year of
operations.
The table below summarizes the estimated annual economic impact generated from on-going operations
of the potential new indoor multi-sport facility in terms of direct, indirect/induced and total spending,
total jobs and total earnings for a stabilized year of operations.

Category
Spending

Potential New Indoor Multi-Sport Facility in Little Rock
Estimated Economic Impacts Generated from On-Going Operations
Little Rock
State of Arkansas
Range
Range

Direct Spending
Indirect/Induced Spending
Total Spending
Total Jobs
Total Earnings

$18,319,000
11,084,000
$29,403,000
350
$10,293,000

-

$21,684,000
13,127,000
$34,811,000

-

410

-

$12,194,000

$20,317,000
12,304,000
$32,621,000
390
$11,434,000

-

$24,054,000
14,576,000
$38,630,000

-

460

-

$13,545,000

Note: State amounts include local amounts.

Annual tax revenues estimated to be generated by the potential new indoor multi-sport facility range
from $551,000 to $654,000 in the City of Little Rock and from $108,000 to $127,000 in Pulaski County.
In addition, annual tax revenues at the State level are estimated to range from approximately $1.8
million to $2.1 million.
While this section presents a summary of the research conducted, this information is extracted from a
more detailed analysis. It is important for the reader to review the report in its entirety in order to gain a
better understanding of the research, resulting recommendations, and the assumptions used.
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General Market Overview
Because general market conditions impact the operations of sports facilities, this section of the report
profiles select market characteristics including:
•
•
•
•
•

Demographic/economic data
Area employment
Accessibility
Hotel statistics
Tourism statistics

Demographic and Economic Statistics
Demographic and economic indicators are pertinent to estimating demand for participant and spectatororiented sports activities for several reasons. Event activity at the potential new indoor multi-sport
facility is anticipated to be diverse and include multiple sports. Depending on the scope and nature of
the event, the facilities will draw from both area residents and out-of-town attendees. Tournament
producers typically consider market characteristics as well as facility/complex elements when deciding
where to host their events. Having active local youth/amateur sports clubs that commonly participate in
tournaments as well as other factors such as population, age distribution, and income characteristics can
be important when selecting markets to host their events.
The Little Rock-North Little Rock-Conway CBSA, or Little Rock Metro Area, consists of Faulkner,
Grant, Lonoke, Perry, Pulaski, and Saline counties. According to the U.S. Census Bureau, the term
CBSA is a collective term for both metro and micro areas. A metro area contains a core urban area of
50,000 or more population and a micro area contains an urban core of at least 10,000 (but less than
50,000) population. Each metro or micro area consists of one or more counties and includes the counties
containing the core urban area, as well as any adjacent counties that have a high degree of social and
economic integration (as measured by commuting to work) with the urban core.
Surveys of indoor sports competition event producers conducted as part of this study effort indicate that
a potential new indoor sports facility could draw participants from greater than 200 miles. As such,
statistics for a 200-mile radius are presented to illustrate the breadth of the potential secondary market.
Demographic statistics for the primary and secondary markets are provided by Claritas, a Nielsen
company that provides current and projected U.S. demographics based on U.S. census figures.
Population
Population serves as a base from which a potential new indoor multi-sport facility could draw
attendance and other forms of support. The Little Rock Metro Area has a population of approximately
728,300 people. The secondary market provides an incremental population of approximately 6.9 million
people from which to draw.
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Age Distribution
Analysis by age group is helpful since certain events are targeted toward consumers who fall within
specific age categories. The age distribution and median age is generally the same in the Little Rock
Metro Area and the 200-mile radius.
Income
Income offers a broad measurement of spending potential for a specific population because it indicates
the general ability of individuals or households to purchase a variety of goods and services including
participation in, or attendance at, competitive sporting events. Both the median household income and
the average household income are higher in the Little Rock Metro Area as compared to the 200-mile
radius.
Summary of Key Demographic/Economic Characteristics

Category
Population
2000 Population
2010 Population
2014 Population
2019 Projection

Geographic Area
Little Rock
200-mile
Metro Area
radius
610,500
699,800
728,300
759,200

7,006,000
7,494,800
7,588,200
7,728,400

1.4%
0.9%

0.6%
0.4%

Under 9 Years Old
10 - 14 Years Old
15 - 17 Years Old
18 - 24 Years Old
25 - 34 Years Old
35 - 44 Years Old
45 - 54 Years Old
55+ Years Old

13%
7%
4%
10%
14%
13%
13%
26%

13%
7%
4%
10%
13%
12%
13%
28%

Median Age

36.6

37.4

Household Income Distribution
Less than $25,000
$25,000 to $49,999
$50,000 to $74,999
$75,000 to $99,999
$100,000 to $149,999
$150,000 or more

26%
26%
19%
12%
12%
6%

32%
27%
17%
10%
9%
5%

$48,000
$62,900

$40,700
$55,800

Average Annual Growth Rate (2000-2014)
Average Annual Growth Rate (2014-2019)
Age Distribution

Median Household Income
Average Household Income
Source: Claritas.
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Area Employment
A broad workforce distribution helps lessen a community’s dependence on support from any one single
industry segment. Employment diversification also helps a local economy withstand economic
downturns due to dependency upon one industry; should one industry fail, there are others upon which
the local economy can rely. Little Rock has a diverse economy that is led by government,
trade/transportation/utilities, education/health services and professional/business services. A new sports
facility that draws visitors to the City creates demand for area businesses and could support its existing
leisure/hospitality industry.
Non-Farm Employment by Industry as of November 2014
Industry
Government
Trade, Transportation, and Utilities
Education and Health Services
Professional and Business Services
Leisure and Hospitality
Financial Activities
Manufacturing
Mining, Logging, and Construction
Other Services
Information
Total
Note:
Source:

Little Rock Metro Area
Total Jobs
% of Total
72,300
20.6%
67,600
19.3%
52,400
15.0%
44,100
12.6%
32,200
9.2%
20,300
5.8%
20,100
5.7%
18,500
5.3%
15,900
4.5%
6,900
2.0%
350,300
100.0%

Sorted in descending order by total jobs as of November 2014.
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Area employers provide a target market for sponsorship/advertising opportunities at sports venues. The
University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences, Baptist Health, and Acxiom represent the three largest
non-government employers in Little Rock.
Major Employers in Little Rock
Company
Industry
Employees
State Government – within the MSA
Government
32,200
Local Government – within the MSA
Government
28,800
Federal Government – within the MSA
Government
9,200
University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences
Education/Medical Services
8,500
Baptist Health
Medical Services
7,000
Little Rock Air Force Base
Government
4,500
Acxiom
Data Processing
4,380
Little Rock School District
Schools/Colleges/Education
3,500
Central Arkansas Veterans HealthCare System
Medical Services
3,500
Entergy Arkansas
Utility (Electric)
2,740
Pulaski County Special School District
Schools/Colleges/Education
2,700
AT&T
Utility (Telephone)
2,600
St. Vincent Health System
Medical Services
2,600
Arkansas Children’s Hospital
Medical Services
2,470
Note:
Source:

Sorted in descending order by total employees.
Little Rock Chamber of Commerce.
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The Little Rock area also offers several higher education institutions with a combined enrollment of
approximately 28,100, the largest of which is the University of Arkansas – Little Rock (UALR).
Athletic programs at UALR, Philander Smith, and Arkansas Baptist College represent a target market
for the potential new sports facility for events such as collegiate tournaments, showcases, clinics, and
camps.
Little Rock Metro Area Higher Education Institutions
Institution

Total Enrollment

University of Arkansas - Little Rock
Pulaski Technical College
University of Arkansas for M edical Sciences
Arkansas Baptist College
Philander Smith
ITT Technical Institute - Little Rock
Remington College
Eastern College of Health Vocations - Arkansas

Total

12,000
10,500
2,800
1,100
600
500
400
200
28,100

Note:
Sorted in descending order by total enrollment.
Sources: College Atlas; secondary research.

According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, the unemployment rate for the Little Rock Metro Area
was 5.4% in October 2014 which was lower than that for the State of Arkansas (6.1%) and the U.S.
(5.8%). A new indoor sports facility could provide jobs directly for staffing at the facility as well as
indirectly by attracting out-of-town attendees who purchase goods and services from local businesses.
Accessibility
The method that competitive sporting event promoters/producers use to select venues to host their event
is partially based on ease of access to a market for attendees. In addition, the location and accessibility
of a facility relative to the population base can impact its marketability for certain events. Little Rock is
located at the crossroads of Interstate 40 and Interstate 30 which provides direct access to several major
metropolitan areas including Atlanta, Dallas, Houston, Kansas City, Memphis, Nashville, New Orleans
and St. Louis.
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Map of Little Rock Highway Access

Source: MapQuest

Commercial air access is provided by the Clinton National Airport, which is located five miles from
downtown. Major air carriers include American Airlines, Delta, Frontier, Southwest, United and US
Airways. In 2013, there were approximately 1.1 million passenger enplanements, which the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) defines as domestic, territorial and international passengers who board
an aircraft in scheduled and non-scheduled service of aircraft. Proximate, convenient air access can be
beneficial in accommodating the needs of sporting event promoters/producers, athletes/teams or their
VIPs.
Hotel Statistics
Surveys with tournament organizers indicate that a diverse supply of hotels is preferable in order to
accommodate their attendees. Participants tend to travel further and stay longer when their choice of
hotel is readily available.
Hotel Supply
Little Rock offers a total of nearly 6,700 rooms at various full-service, limited-service, economy, and
bed and breakfast properties. In addition, there are approximately 5,300 rooms in nearby markets
including Conway and North Little Rock. These properties are dispersed throughout the market area.
The location of accommodations allows the flexibility of holding qualifying rounds at multiple area
sports facilities instead of requiring participants to stay in one congregated area.
14

Hotel Demand
The A&P Commission levies a 2% tourism tax on gross receipts from sales of hotel or motel
accommodations or lodging services for profit in the City of Little Rock as well as from sales of
prepared food and non-alcoholic beverages in the City of Little Rock. The graph below summarizes the
amount of tax collected by the A&P Commission for the past 10 years. As shown, A&P tax collections
have steadily increased between 2005 and 2014. Since 2005 the amount of collections has increased by
41% for an average yearly increase in collections of 3.9%.
Trends in A&P Collections in Little Rock - 2005-2014
($ in Millions)
$14.0
$12.0
$10.0

$8.7

$9.2

$9.9

$10.5

$10.4

2008

2009

$10.9

$11.0

2010

2011

$11.5

$12.0

$12.3

2013

2014

$8.0
$6.0
$4.0
$2.0
$0.0
2005

2006

2007

2012

Sources: LRCVB; Smith Travel Research.

The following graph illustrates recent trends in average daily rate (ADR) and occupancy at Little Rock
hotels. As shown, annual ADR has steadily increased each of the past three years whereas occupancy
has fluctuated over the last several years – increasing in 2011 and 2012 before experiencing a slight
decrease in 2013 then rebounding again in 2014. Surveys of tournament organizers indicate that the
average hotel room rate participants would likely be willing to pay at Little Rock area hotels is higher
than the annual ADR which could be an advantage in booking new tournament activity.
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Trends in ADR and Occupancy at Little Rock Hotels
$100.00

100.0%
Occupancy

Average Dailly Rate

$80.00

$60.00

80.0%

60.1%

58.3%

56.4%

$84.68

$83.16

$80.16

$78.87

58.2% 60.0%

57.1%

$40.00

40.0%

$20.00

20.0%

$0.00

Occupancy

ADR
$79.61

0.0%
2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

Sources: LRCVB; Smith Travel Research.

The following graphs summarize the ADR and occupancy by month at Little Rock hotels for the last
four years. As shown, the ADR is relatively consistent throughout the year but peaks in October which
is traditionally a busy event and convention month. Annual events that take place in October include the
Arkansas State Fair and Susan G. Komen Breast Cancer Race.
Trends in ADR at Little Rock Hotels by Month
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Occupancy rates peak in June and July. As such, there is available hotel supply at relatively affordable
rates year-round to accommodate additional demand generated from a potential new indoor multi-sport
facility.
Trends in Occupancy at Little Rock Hotels by Month
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As a point of reference, surveys of indoor sporting event promoters indicated events are held year-round
with summer being the least popular season. As such, the potential new facility could attract overnight
visitors during the Little Rock hotel industry’s off-peak season.
Mix of Business
The following graph illustrates the distribution of LRCVB meeting and convention sales bookings made
in 2014. Note that these numbers reflect the number of room nights that were booked in 2014 – not
when they will occur as the events booked will be held over multiple years. As shown, sports activity
accounted for 37% of the room bookings in 2014, making this a strong target market for future business.
Market Mix Room Night Bookings - 2014
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The following table provides a breakdown of the Sports Definite Bookings for 2014 by location. As
shown, Burns Park and multiple gyms in Little Rock were booked most frequently.
Sports Definite Bookings by Location - 2014
Number
Total
Location
of Events Rooms
Burns Park
19
15,250
Multiple Gyms in Little Rock
19
10,980
War Memorial
8
6,275
Other
8
1,465
Fairgrounds
4
4,060
Rebsamen
4
1,425
Hotel
4
1,025
Downtown Little Rock Roads
2
4,909
Verizon Arena
2
1,650
UALR
2
875
Statehouse Convention Center
2
701
Arkansas River
2
445
River Market
2
355
Robinson Center
2
265
Pleasant Valley Country Club
1
250
Otter Creek Racquet Club
1
40
Total
82
49,970
Note: Sorted in descending order by number of events.
Source: LRCVB.

The following table summarizes the actual sports-related activity booked by the LRCVB that occurred in
each of the last four years in Little Rock.
Summary of Actual Sports-Related Activity By Year When Events Occurred
Blocked Peak
Total
Year
Rooms
Total Rooms
Attendance
2011
21,952
44,464
444,425
2012
30,170
61,753
465,519
2013
34,261
65,859
459,815
2014
26,406
55,031
268,435
Total
112,789
227,107
1,638,194
Source: LRCVB.

War Memorial Stadium in Little Rock has traditionally hosted a select number of University of
Arkansas Razorback football “home” games on an annual basis. Little Rock hosted three home football
games through 2000 which was reduced to two games between 2001 and 2013 and to only one game in
2014. LRCVB representatives noted that Little Rock will continue to host one game annually through
2018. Average attendance at these games has been approximately 54,000 people which directly impacts
room nights. As such, the decline in these large, special events has and will continue to negatively
impact sports-related room nights.
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Additional impacts on visitor impacts and room nights include the loss of the War Memorial Delta
Classic and the Little Rock Balloon Race. War Memorial Stadium has traditionally hosted the annual
War Memorial Delta Classic football game which ceased to exist in 2013 resulting in a loss in
attendance of approximately 22,000. In 2013, Little Rock hosted the Little Rock Balloon Race that
drew approximately 30,000 people. Although LRCVB officials had anticipated this would be an annual
event, it appears to be one-time in nature.
Tourism Statistics
Tourism is a significant economic generator for both Little Rock and the State of Arkansas. Visitors
spending money on items such as lodging, retail, eating/drinking and entertainment/recreational
establishments supplements local resident spending at area businesses and increases tax revenues to both
local and State governments. According to a 2013 Welcome Center Survey, the top five markets of
origin (Texas, Missouri, Louisiana, Illinois, and Oklahoma, respectively) represent 53% of total visitors
to the State. Several of these destinations represent target markets for events at the potential new indoor
multi-sport facility as they are within the typical drive distance of sporting event attendees.
During 2013, visitors to Arkansas totaled 23.3 million person-trips which are defined as every time one
person goes to a place 50 miles or more, each way, from home in one day or is out of town one or more
nights in paid or unpaid accommodation and returns to his/her origin. Specifically excluded from this
definition are travel as part of an operating crew on a train, plane, bus, truck or ship; commuting to a
place of work; and student trips to school or those taken while in school. In 2013, visitors spent an
average of $255.90 per trip, resulting in nearly $6 billion in total travel expenditures, $311 million in
State taxes and $113 million in local taxes.
As shown below, total travel expenditures in both Pulaski County and Arkansas have been trending
upward since 2010. In 2013, total travel expenditures in Pulaski County were $1.67 billion which
accounted for approximately 28% of the State total.
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The number of visitor-person trips in Pulaski County has increased each of the last four years. In 2013,
the 5.75 million visitor-trips in Pulaski County represented 25% of the State total.
Trends in Visitor-Person Trips (in millions)
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Between 2010 and 2013, the average expenditure per person-trip increased each year in both Pulaski
County and Arkansas. During this same period, the average expenditure per person-trip in Pulaski
County has been higher than that for the State.
Average Expenditure Per Person-Trip in the State of Arkansas
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Summary
An area’s demographic characteristics such as population and income statistics are indicators of the
market size and relative capability to spend money on competitive sports. Based on national surveys,
most participants are willing to travel within a 200-mile radius for competitive sporting events. Little
Rock is located in a region with nearly 8.0 million people residing within this radius providing a
significant population from which to draw State, regional, and national tournament activity.
The proposed new indoor multi-sport facility could draw attendees to the City creating demand for area
businesses and supporting its existing leisure/hospitality industry. In addition, the facility could
potentially accommodate sporting events hosted by area higher educational institutions such as
intramural activities, clinics, and camps.
Competitive sporting event organizers consider a variety of factors when choosing where to host their
events. Little Rock’s geographic location, highway and air accessibility, supply and affordability of
hotel rooms, and breadth of family-friendly attractions are compatible with desired site selection criteria
for tournament event producers. The supply and proximity of these types of amenities also serves to
enhance a particular destination’s ability to capture visitor spending by making it convenient for
attendees as well as attractive for bringing additional family/friends and/or extending their stay beyond
the sporting event.
The City has been successful in hosting competitive sports generating significant room nights and
attendees from this market segment in recent years. The proposed new indoor multi-sport facility could
serve to augment historical sports marketing efforts and expand this target visitor segment year-round.
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Supply of State Indoor Sports Facilities
As stated earlier, one objective of the potential new indoor multi-sport facility is to host a diverse set of
events that augments existing community recreational facilities and appeals to out-of-town visitors. The
degree to which existing local and State facilities adequately meet the needs of this target market is an
important aspect to consider when evaluating the potential demand for a new indoor sports venue.
Facility size, program elements, geographic location, configuration, age, market focus, and date
availability are factors that impact how competitive area sports facilities may be to the potential new
indoor multi-sport facility in Little Rock.
This section profiles existing indoor sports facilities in both Little Rock and throughout the State that
host competitive sporting events similar in nature to those anticipated to be held at the proposed new
indoor multi-sport facility in Little Rock. Facilities were chosen based on discussions with the LRCVB
representatives as well as results of our survey of competitive sporting event organizers. As with area
facilities, these profiled facilities do not represent an all-inclusive inventory of facilities.
While this section provides an overview of select State venues, it is not meant to be an all-inclusive
inventory of facilities. Specifically, it focuses on facilities in the State that accommodate tournament
activity (i.e., qualifying rounds and/or championship games) for indoor sports.
Statehouse Convention Center in Little Rock
The Statehouse Convention Center is a convention facility owned by the City of Little Rock and
operated by the LRCVB via the Advertising & Promotion Commission. The exhibit halls can
accommodate 14 volleyball courts. The facility hosts Volley in the Rock which is a two weekend
volleyball tournament. In addition, the American Taekwondo Association (ATA) annually utilizes the
entire exhibit hall space at the facility for its Annual World Expo which is held in the summer.
Jack Stephens Center, Donaghey Student Center, Fieldhouse at the University of Arkansas - Little Rock
The Jack Stephens Center is a 5,600-capacity facility that is home to the UALR NCAA Division I Men’s
and Women’s Basketball programs and the Women’s Volleyball program. The Jack Stephens Center
has a main arena and the Fisher Court which is a practice court attached to the main Arena. The Jack
Stephens Center can accommodate one basketball court or two volleyball courts in both the main Arena
and Fisher Court. The Center is home to many sporting events and tournaments including basketball,
volleyball, wrestling, taekwondo, and cheerleading as well as graduations, concerts, and special events.
The Donaghey Student Center has four basketball courts that can also be used as four volleyball courts.
The Fieldhouse serves as the main facility for aquatics on the campus of UALR and also has one court
that can be used for basketball or volleyball. There is also a fitness area in the Center that has served as
home to various area sporting events including taekwondo.
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P.A.R.K. Athletic Facility in Little Rock
The P.A.R.K. Athletic Facility is part of a 51,000 square foot venue that originally opened in 1996. It is
owned and operated by a not-for-profit, P.A.R.K., Inc., and serves as an after school and summer
program for area students. The facility has three basketball courts that can be used for volleyball and are
used as part of the P.A.R.K. student-based programs. P.A.R.K. is additionally utilized for basketball
tournaments and basketball referee training seminars. There is also a weight room, cardio machines, and
a dance exercise room.
Arkansas State Fairgrounds in Little Rock
Located on the grounds of the Arkansas State Fairgrounds, Barton Coliseum is owned and operated by
the non-profit Arkansas Livestock Show Association, Inc. The Coliseum has played a role in the Little
Rock community since its opening in 1952. It has 25,830 square feet on the event floor and hosts
basketball, concerts, rodeos, and special events. It is reported to have the ability to accommodate four
basketball courts and nine volleyball courts. In 2013, the Coliseum hosted the Gulf Coast Conference
Men’s and Women’s Basketball Tournament with an estimated economic impact of $209,233. The
Coliseum also hosted the Arkansas State High School Boys and Girls Basketball Tournament in 2013
that had an estimated economic impact of $205,000.
The 26,300 square foot Hall of Industry is located at the Arkansas State Fairgrounds. It is owned and
operated by the non-profit Arkansas Livestock Show Association, Inc. The Hall of Industry hosts
expositions, clinics, meetings, banquets, and special events. However, management noted that this
venue is not ideal to accommodate sports such as basketball and volleyball.
A Master Plan for the Arkansas State Fair Complex was released in 2014. The $262 million Master
Plan envisions an expansion of the current site footprint by approximately 60% and the construction of
new facilities throughout the reconfigured complex in a phased approach. The only current facilities
anticipated to remain are Barton Coliseum and the open air Equestrian Center. A new dirt floor arena
facility would allow Barton Coliseum to be utilized for non-dirt entertainment and sports events. A new
Hall of Industry exhibit hall is anticipated to also host sporting events. Funding sources to develop the
Master Plan are currently being explored and a timeframe is not currently established. Fair Complex
officials indicated that priorities for the site include the new Hall of Industry and a new equestrian arena.
The Hall of Industry is currently the largest revenue producer for the organization.
Robinson Center in Little Rock
The Robinson Center is a historic performing arts venue located in downtown Little Rock that is owned
by the City of Little Rock and operated by the LRCVB. The venue is undergoing a $68 million
renovation and is expected to reopen in the Fall 2016. The Center has hosted sporting events in the past,
limited to cheerleading and dance competitions on its stage.
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Community Centers in Little Rock
The City owns and operates several recreation/community centers through its Parks & Recreation
Department. The mission of the City Parks and Recreation Department is to create a meaningful parks
and recreation system that provides quality leisure services, promotes the natural environment, local
economy and the health of the community and strengthens the diversity of a democratic society.
Sports tournament promoters cited the Dunbar Community Center, Stephens Community Center,
Southwest Community Center, and the Jim Dailey Fitness & Aquatic Center as facilities they utilize as
part of City-wide basketball tournaments. All four community centers have one basketball court that is
generally used as one volleyball court. In addition, construction on the West Central Community
Center is slated to be completed in 2015. Current plans call for this facility to have one basketball court
that is anticipated to also be utilized as one volleyball court. It will also have bleacher seating for
approximately 300 spectators and a concessions area. This facility is replacing the Rosedale Optimist
Club and will be located adjacent to the Rosedale Park that has four ball fields.
According to a 2001 master plan conducted for the City of Little Rock Parks & Recreation Department,
the existing community centers were fairly small and met only modest recreational demands. While the
City’s parks are a valuable resource, some parks have suffered from years of inadequate attention. The
message from community leaders and residents alike is one of reinvesting and committing to the
maintenance of existing park parcels in order to further enhance the quality of life in Little Rock.
Recommendations in the master plan identified the need for additional indoor and outdoor recreational
space.
Verizon Arena in North Little Rock
Verizon Arena is an 18,000 capacity venue located in North Little Rock that opened in 1999. It is
owned and operated by the Multi-Purpose Civic Center Facilities Board for Pulaski County. The Arena
is home to concerts, family shows, sporting events, meetings, trade shows, conventions, and banquets.
The Arena has served as the home court for the UALR basketball program, ECHL minor league hockey,
NBA Development League and has hosted the Southeastern Conference Women’s Basketball
Tournament, NCAA Men’s Basketball First and Second Rounds, and the Sun Belt Conference
Basketball Tournament. Although its 28,000 square-foot event floor could accommodate three
basketball and as many as six volleyball courts, use of the Verizon Center for tournament play would be
cost prohibitive and not provide the best environment for this type of event.
HPER Center, Farris Center and Prince Center at the University of Central Arkansas in Conway
The University of Central Arkansas (UCA) has three facilities on campus that can accommodate
basketball and volleyball events. The HPER Center serves as the primary recreation facility for the
campus and has three basketball courts that can also be utilized as three volleyball courts. The 5,500
capacity Farris Center is the home to UCA’s NCAA Division I Basketball programs and have one court
that is used exclusively for basketball. The Prince Center, with one court, is the home to UCA’s
Women’s Volleyball program and is utilized solely for volleyball events.
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McGee Center in Conway
Owned and operated by the City of Conway, the McGee Center has three basketball courts (that can also
serve as six volleyball courts), a walking track, four racquetball courts, and two meeting rooms.
Conway Sports Center at the Don Owen Complex in Conway
Owned and operated by the City of Conway, the Don Owen Complex is comprised of an outdoor T-ball
and softball field complex, Faulkner County rodeo arena, outdoor play area, and the Conway Sports
Center. The Sports Center consists of three basketball courts that can also accommodate six volleyball
courts, walking track, four racquetball courts, and a meeting room.
AAO P. Whitaker Sports Center in Fayetteville
The AAO P. Whitaker Sports Center is a 43,000 square foot venue that opened in 2011. It is owned and
operated by a not-for-profit organization established in 1990 to mentor University of Arkansas athletes
off the field and provide opportunities to be positive role models through youth outreach programs. The
Center is home to youth basketball leagues, training, tournaments, clinics, and camps. It has bleacher
seating at each court, a 1,800 square-foot training center, concession stand, and a multi-purpose room.
Fort Smith Convention Center in Fort Smith
The Fort Smith Convention Center has a 1,331-capacity performing arts hall, 40,000 square feet of
column-free event space, meeting rooms, and is attached to a hotel. The Convention Center is owned
and operated by the City of Fort Smith. The Fort Smith Juniors Volleyball Club hosts a two weekend
tournament in the exhibit hall space with nine temporary courts. Management at the venue stated that
they have not hosted any basketball tournaments.
Hot Springs Convention Center & Bank of the Ozarks Arena in Hot Springs
The Hot Springs Convention Center includes the Bank of the Ozarks Arena, exhibit halls, and meeting
room facilities. The facility is publicly owned by the City of Hot Springs and operated by the Hot
Springs Convention & Visitors Bureau via the Advertising & Promotion Commission. The exhibit halls
can accommodate 13 volleyball courts but rarely hosts basketball events except in the Arena with one
court. The complex property has two attached hotels. The Arena has hosted the Great American
Conference Women’s Volleyball Championship Tournament, the Arkansas High School Activities
Association Basketball Championship, the Sun Belt Conference Basketball Championship, and largescale club volleyball tournaments.
University of Arkansas in Pine Bluff
Located 45 miles southeast of Little Rock, the University of Arkansas Pine Bluff has a NCAA Division I
athletic program. The University has the Kenneth L. Johnson Health, Physical Education & Recreation
Complex that hosts their intercollegiate and recreational programs. The University’s men’s and
women’s basketball programs and the women’s volleyball program play in the 4,500-capacity H.O.
Clemmons Arena. H.O. Clemmons Arena hosted the NCAA Division II Women’s Basketball
Championship in 1998, 1999, and 2000.
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Next Level Achievements in Springdale
Next Level Achievements is a recently re-opened 130,000 square-foot indoor sports facility that has
eight basketball/volleyball courts, two indoor soccer fields, batting cages, training areas, and
concessions/café area. Each court has cameras and television screens so that games can be filmed and
streamed live. The facility was previously known as All Star Sports Center but closed in 2013. It was
purchased by a group of private investors of which two were affiliated with AAO Sports Center in
Fayetteville. The facility was extensively renovated and re-opened in late 2014. It is home to three
programs: Arkansas Wings club basketball; Shiloh Christian school’s volleyball, basketball, and
baseball programs; and Ecclesia College’s basketball practice facility.
Summary
The primary local venues used for multi-court related tournaments are the Statehouse Convention Center
and UALR Jack Stephens Center. In addition, there are relatively few facilities in the State that would
be competitive with a potential new indoor multi-sport facility in Little Rock. Many of the local and
State facilities were designed to accommodate other primary market niches including group/meeting
business and University-related events. While these venues can accommodate multiple courts, they are
not as user-friendly as a dedicated multi-court indoor sports facility. The lack of a similar venue in the
immediate region is a market advantage for the potential new indoor multi-sport facility in Little Rock
based on its anticipated program dedicating to effectively accommodating indoor competitive sports
activity. Several of the existing facilities in Little Rock have the capability to accommodate the
championship events which could impact the required program and related cost of construction for the
potential new indoor multi-sport facility. Further, the presence of the proposed new indoor multi-sport
facility would increase date availability at existing area venues allowing them to better accommodate
their target markets and diversify visitation while expanding sports related visitation as well.
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Industry Trends and Potential Demand
Potential demand associated with any indoor multi-sport venue is somewhat dependent on the attributes
of the industry as a whole as well as specific target market segments. This section outlines key industry
trends that may impact operations of the proposed new indoor multi-sport facility as well as input from
potential demand generators.
Sports Tourism Trends
As communities continue to recognize the value of sporting events as a tourism generator, many
jurisdictions have created organizations to foster this unique industry. Often called sports commissions,
these organizations are tasked with event development, marketing, and partnership development to draw
sports competitions to their region for the primary purpose of generating visitor spending. Sports
commissions usually work with teams, governing bodies, local organizing committees, event producers,
venues, and vendors in order to assist with an event or produce events themselves.
According to a recent National Association of Sports Commissions (NASC) survey, Sports Tourism: A
State of the Industry Report, conducted by George Washington University, community priorities are to
attract visitors and positively impact their local economy. Based on the survey responses from 97 sports
marketing organizations, 28.5 million visitors were related to sports tourism in 2013 and their associated
spending reached $8.7 billion in 2013, a 3.7% and 5% increase over 2012, respectively.
Given the significance of this visitor segment, more organizations reported owning and operating their
events; close to 50% of respondents in 2013 compared to 20% in 2012. Sports commissions more
commonly reported owning and operating their events than other types of marketing organizations. A
little less than half of the sporting events represented by sports tourism organizations come from outside
their home community.
Sports tourism organizations use a variety of methods to prospect for event activity. The most common
responses include attending conferences, networking with individuals to develop relationships, and
reviewing websites. The same NASC survey reported that public funding for sports tourism increased
from a prior survey. More than three-quarters (> 75%) of sports tourism organization budgets originate
from public funding sources.
In order to attract many sporting events, communities are asked to pay bid fees for events. According to
the NASC survey, the number of organizations reporting that they pay bid fees decreased significantly
from 83% to 69% between 2012 and 2013. Approximately one-third (30%) reported that bid fees
increased which suggests a competitive marketplace.
These statistics suggest more destinations understand the value of sporting events from an economic
perspective, investing more in sports tourism marketing.
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Sports Participation Trends
The Sports and Fitness Industry Association (SFIA) in conjunction with the Physical Activity Council
(PAC) conducted a nationwide survey in 2014 of individuals and households to obtain sports
participation statistics. The sample included 19,240 completed surveys. Highlights of the effort include
a slight decrease in inactivity levels after rising for four consecutive years prior.
Team sports declined one point to 20.6% in 2013 and include both indoor and outdoor activities such as
baseball, basketball, cheerleading, gymnastics, soccer, and volleyball. Individual sports participation
rates decreased from 39.0% in 2012 to 36.3% in 2013. Individual sports include a variety of activities
such as boxing, mixed martial arts, skating, badminton, and tennis.
The following tables summarize indoor team and individual sports participation figures for the past five
years based on the SFIA and PAC survey results. Total participation in each sport is defined as the sum
of both casual and CORE participants. The definition of casual and CORE participants varies by sport.
The majority of indoor sports define casual participants as those who play 1-12 times per year. Some
sports define casual participation with higher rates of play such as cheerleading (1-25), gymnastics (149), and wrestling (1-25). CORE participants are defined as those who are more heavily involved in the
sport and therefore participate more frequently than the casual player.
Indoor Sports Participation Data - Team Sports (in 000s)
Sport
Team Sports
Basketball
Total
Casual
CORE
Cheerleading
Total
Casual
CORE
Gymnastics
Total
Casual
CORE
Indoor Soccer
Total
Casual
CORE
Court Volleyball
Total
Casual
CORE
Wrestling
Total
Casual
CORE
Note:
Source:

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

Five-Year
Average

25,131
8,070
17,061

25,156
8,094
17,062

24,790
8,118
16,672

23,708
7,389
16,319

23,669
6,998
16,671

24,491
7,734
16,757

3,070
1,309
1,761

3,134
1,462
1,672

3,049
1,487
1,562

3,244
1,514
1,730

3,235
1,669
1,566

3,146
1,488
1,658

3,953
2,461
1,492

4,418
2,734
1,684

4,823
2,991
1,832

5,115
3,252
1,863

4,972
3,209
1,763

4,656
2,929
1,727

4,826
2,051
2,775

4,921
2,156
2,765

4,631
2,120
2,511

4,617
2,006
2,611

4,803
1,967
2,836

4,760
2,060
2,700

7,737
3,394
4,343

7,316
3,261
4,055

6,663
2,754
3,909

6,384
2,553
3,831

6,433
2,715
3,718

6,906
2,935
3,971

3,171
1,817
1,354

2,536
1,362
1,174

1,971
915
1,056

1,922
965
957

1,829
948
881

2,285
1,201
1,084

N/A - denotes data not available.
2014 SFIA Participation Topline Report .
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Indoor Sports Participation Data - Individual Sports (in 000s)
Sport
Individual Sports
Badminton
Total
Casual
CORE
Mixed Martial Arts
Total
Casual
CORE
Table Tennis
Total
Casual
CORE
Note:
Source:

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

Five-Year
Average

7,469
5,123
2,346

7,645
4,973
2,672

7,135
4,687
2,448

7,277
5,092
2,185

7,150
4,834
2,316

7,335
4,942
2,393

N/A
N/A
N/A

910
528
382

713
419
294

820
638
182

977
783
194

855
592
263

18,251
12,773
5,478

19,374
13,245
6,129

18,561
12,963
5,598

16,823
12,041
4,782

17,080
12,364
4,716

18,018
12,677
5,341

N/A - denotes data not available.
2014 SFIA Participation Topline Report .

Based on the SFIA/PAC study, there are an estimated 70.1 million indoor sport participants which is
down from a high of 75.4 million in 2010 during the profiled period. While there was a decline in
overall indoor sport participation up to 2012, 2013 experienced a slight increase. Despite being down
from an industry high in recent years, the estimated 70.1 million participants still represent a significant
demand segment for both casual/recreational play and competitive level tournaments that could be held
in a potential new indoor multi-sport facility in Little Rock. The overall distribution of total indoor sport
participants has generally been an equal 50/50 split between casual and CORE participants during the
profiled five-year period. As a point of reference, two of the primary target markets for the potential
new indoor multi-sport facility in Little Rock are basketball and volleyball which have averaged 68%
and 58% CORE participants, respectively, over the last five years.
Basketball, indoor soccer, badminton, and mixed martial arts experienced growth in CORE participants
between 2012 and 2013 whereas cheerleading, court volleyball, mixed martial arts, and table tennis
experienced growth in casual participants in the same year.
Potential Demand Generators
Given the LRCVB’s desire to assess demand for a potential new indoor multi-sport facility, input was
sought from a variety of sports organizations. Interviews/surveys were conducted with existing and
potential local, State, regional, and national competitive sporting event producers in order to identify
potential demand for a new indoor sports facility.
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Collegiate/High School Athletics
Organized sporting events that draw out-of-town attendees can represent youth, scholastic (e.g. junior
high and high school), collegiate, and/or adult amateur level play. Based on the central location of Little
Rock in the state, its designation as the state capital, the ease of access from all points via the interstate
highway system, and the presence of many institutions of higher education, the area has hosted
collegiate activity in the past and is well-positioned to expand this activity by hosting more
championships, showcase events for recruiting, and/or camps/clinics. Little Rock is home to UALR,
Philander Smith College and Arkansas Baptist College, all of which have athletic programs. The region
is also home to athletic programs associated with University of Central Arkansas, Hendrix College, and
Central Baptist College. Facilities at many of these are schools have hosted competitive sports that are
not collegiate level given Little Rock’s limited supply of alternative venues. Providing a new indoor
multi-sport facility could open dates at existing venues for other collegiate level sports, further
expanding the area’s sports-related activity.
The mission of the Arkansas Activities Association (AAA) is to promote the value of participation in
interscholastic activities in the AAA member schools and to provide services to the schools in a fair and
impartial manner while assisting and supporting their efforts to develop thinking, productive and
prepared individuals as they become positive, contributing citizens modeling the democratic principles
of our state and nation. Representatives of the AAA mentioned that the central location of Little Rock
in Arkansas, its hotel supply, and highway access as positive attributes of the market. The organization
has hosted events in the past in Little Rock at Barton Coliseum and currently at the Jack Stephens Center
at UALR. In recent years, the AAA has shifted some of its events to Hot Springs Convention Center
and the attached Bank of the Ozarks Arena citing a competitive bid process that included financial
incentives and the ability to easily navigate between the competition sites and host hotels that are
connected.
Crossroads met with local demand generators that produce large-scale events in the Little Rock
marketplace. The represented organizations included: Real Deal in the Rock; Volley in the Rock; Top
Level Tournaments; Rock City Summer Classic; Golden Gloves Boxing; and the American Taekwondo
Association. The organizations representing major events have an understanding of the unique
characteristics of producing an indoor sporting event in Little Rock. Representatives of these
organizations indicated a commitment to hosting events in Little Rock but cited the lack of an indoor
facility with a critical mass of court/event space with date availability as an immediate need. Basketball
and volleyball events were particularly challenged by producing their events at multiple locations
throughout the City and the lack of tournament quality sites. Some of these events have had to limit
their participant numbers due to lack of available court space or lack of date availability. Multiple event
producers have been approached about moving their events to other locations in Arkansas but outside of
Little Rock, or to facilities in the region, due to a highly competitive environment for established, large
scale events and the associated economic impact dollars.
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Survey Effort Results
The remainder of this section focuses on results of a web-based survey exploring the demand potential
for indoor sports activity in Little Rock. We contacted 124 individuals at 64 separate organizations that
organize local, State, regional, and national indoor sporting events and asked them to complete a survey
regarding a proposed indoor multi-sport facility in Little Rock. Of those 124 individuals, 104 represent
a unique sporting event in their organization. Representatives from a total of 40 organizations
completed 52 surveys (each representing a different potential event) yielding a response rate of 42%. For
groups indicating interest in utilizing a new indoor multi-sport facility in Little Rock, an effort was made
to understand key facility and destination attributes important to attracting their event(s) as well as
specific event characteristics such as the sport, typical attendance, seasonality, age group, etc. The
survey effort sought to receive direct input from representatives of a variety of sports including, but not
limited to, the following: basketball, volleyball, taekwondo, boxing, wrestling, cheer/dance, archery,
table tennis, MMA-kick boxing, twirling, gymnastics, and judo. The input obtained is not intended to be
statistically valid but rather reflects a representative sample of potential user groups.
Approximately 56% of survey respondents have held events in Little Rock at facilities such as the Jack
Stephens Center at the UALR, area public/private high schools, Verizon Arena, and Statehouse
Convention Center. Although some respondents currently host league/recreational activity at area
venues, their ability to host competitive sports tournaments and/or larger level competitions in Little
Rock is sometimes limited by its supply of facilities.
Survey responses represent a diverse set of sports led by basketball, volleyball, and cheerleading/dance.
Other sports include pickleball and clinics.
Type of Sport
Basketball

20%

Other

18%

Volleyball

16%

Cheerleading/Dance

9%

Gymnastics

7%

Wrestling

7%

Table Tennis

7%

Indoor Track & Field

7%

Martial Arts

5%

Boxing

2%

Soccer/Futsal

2%
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%
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Respondents were asked regarding their likelihood of hosting events at a potential indoor multi-sport
facility in Little Rock if it met their facility/program needs. As shown in the following graph, 35% of
survey respondents responded “Definitely Yes” and 61% responded “Likely”. Only 4% responded “Not
Likely” which was driven by their satisfaction with the current facilities where they host their event.
Likelihood of Hosting Events at Proposed Indoor Multi-Sport Facility
Not Likely 4%
Definitely Yes
35%

Likely 61%

Groups responding cited location/accessibility, hotel supply/location, price/value, access to participant
base, and family friendly environment as Little Rock’s strengths in attracting their event.
Groups were asked for further detail regarding their facility requirements, destination attributes and
event characteristics which are summarized on the pages that follow.
Facility Requirements
On average, survey respondents indicated that the events require a minimum of nine (9) courts,
competition areas or approximately 32,400 square feet. In aggregate, the majority of events (68%)
indicated they prefer not to use multiple locations. However, all basketball respondents and 50% of
volleyball respondents indicated they are willing to use multiple locations. Of those willing to use
multiple locations, the maximum distance between venues averaged 19 miles. Although 45% of total
respondents indicated a willingness to use either hardwood or sport court surface, all basketball
respondents require a hardwood floor which should be an important consideration as these represent
some of the largest potential users. The other types of surfaces that respondents indicated they used
were turf, indoor tracks and ice sheets.
Nearly all (91%) respondents require spectator seating. Of those events that require spectator seating:
41% require 500 seats or less; 26% between 501 and 1,500 seats; 19% require between 1,501 and 3,000
seats; and 15% require more than 3,000 seats.
Respondents were asked to rank a variety of facility support elements in terms of their importance to
their events. Wi-Fi access throughout the facility, registration area, and concessions ranked as the most
important amenities followed by meeting/breakout rooms and storage.
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Groups interested in hosting their event at the proposed indoor multi-sport facility require an average
ceiling height of 29 feet. More than one-half (52%) of respondents require a warm-up space. Fortyeight percent (48%) of respondents require one to four locker rooms, 16% require 5 to 8 locker rooms,
and 32% do not require locker rooms.
Destination Attributes
Event organizers indicated that a destination’s overall cost/value, proximity to hotels, proximity to
restaurants and entertainment establishments; family friendly environment; and interstate access are
important factors in selecting a location. Little Rock’s geographic location and market attributes are
well-suited for these events and were deemed as strengths by survey respondents. Any new indoor
multi-sport facility should offer competitive pricing in order to increase marketability for this type of
event activity.
As shown in the following graph, participants primarily use limited service and full-service hotels. In
addition, 91% of survey respondents indicated that they would utilize multiple accommodations to house
their participants.
Type of Accommodations Typically Utilized
100%
90%
80%

60%

55%

36%

40%

16%

20%
7%
0%
Bed & Breakfast Economy hotel

Limited service Full-service hotel
hotel

Stay with
family/friends

Note: Organizations were able to choose more than one accommodation type so totals will not equal 100%.
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When asked the maximum price per room attendees would likely pay for accommodations near a
proposed indoor multi-sport facility in Little Rock, survey responses averaged $110. As a point of
reference, Little Rock hotels had an ADR of $85 in 2014. Consequently, the diversity and affordability
of Little Rock’s hotel supply may be a competitive advantage for attracting certain user groups.
Approximately 50% of event organizers indicated that offering amenities such as hotels, restaurants, etc.
within 10 miles of the host site was deemed acceptable.
Event Characteristics
The majority (77%) of respondents represent tournaments. Other organizers also host camps/clinics, as
well as league play, conferences, meetings and banquets. Approximately 85% of survey respondents
hold these events annually.
Type of Event
100%

80%

77%

60%

40%

20%

13%

11%

Camp/Clinic

Other

0%
Tournament
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As shown in the following graph, more than one third (36%) of survey respondents host multi-state
regional followed by State (31%) and national/international (28%) competitive sporting events which
are target markets for a potential new indoor multi-sport facility in Little Rock.
Scope of Event
50%

40%

36%
31%
28%

30%

20%

10%
5%
0%
Local
State
Regional (Multi-State)
Nat'l/Int'l
Note: Organizations could choose more than one scope if they represent multiple events at different competitive
levels.

Approximately 39% of respondents indicated they would draw attendees greater than 200 miles from the
host destination. Other responses include those that varied based on the particular event booked.
Mileage Participants Willing to Travel to Event
60%
50%

44%
39%

40%
30%
20%

11%
10%

6%

0%
< 100 Miles

100 to 200 miles

> 200 miles

Other
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Survey results indicate events are most commonly held in the spring, year-round, or in the winter. As
noted previously, Little Rock hotel occupancy peaks in the summer; however there is available
occupancy year-round to accommodate additional visitors who may be attending events at
enhanced/new sports venues. Given that summer was the least common season for events represented
by the survey, these events may serve to generate room nights during Little Rock’s slower hotel season.
Seasonality of Events
40%
34%
30%
24%
21%
20%
11%

11%

10%

0%
Year-Round
Winter
Spring
Summer
Fall
Note: Organizations were able to choose more than one season if they represent multiple events.

The most popular age range of events represented by survey respondents are youth ranging from age 15
to 18. Generally, the average travel party size tends to be larger for youth sports.
Age of Participants
80%
66%
60%

53%
45%

40%
40%

34%
26%

24%

Adults 55+

Other

20%

0%
Youth
Youth
between 5 and between 10
9
and 14
Note:

Youth
between 15
and 18

Adults
between 19
and 24

Adults
between 25
and 54

Organizations were able to choose more than one age group if they represent multiple events or events with
competition for multiple age groups.
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The following table summarizes average event statistics for responding groups. As shown, the average
event length is approximately 2.6 days and participants and spectators average 860 and 1,520
respectively.
Average Event Characteristics
Event Statistic
Event Days
Participants
Spectators
Spectators Per Participant

All Survey
Respondents
2.6
860
1,520
2.1

All of the organizers indicated that their attendees stay in the host city for at least one night. The percent
of event attendees staying overnight in a hotel/motel averaged 67%. Attendees stay an average of 2.2
nights with a travel party size of 3.0. A household travel party is defined as the participant and any
friends/family members (not including teammates, coaches or other team-related staff).
Average Attendee Travel Characteristics
All Survey
Travel Statistic
Respondents
Percent Staying in a Hotel
67%
Nights in Host City
2.2
People in Household Travel Party
3.0
People Per Hotel Room
3.3

These event and attendee travel characteristics are consistent with the objective of the potential new
indoor multi-sport facility to draw overnight visitors to Little Rock.
Summary
A growing number of communities are realizing the economic value of sports tourism. Individual and
team indoor sport participation statistics reveal competitive sports are a significant market in the U.S.
Surveys of competitive sporting event organizers indicated strong interest in hosting a variety of types
and levels of sporting events at a potential indoor multi-sport facility in Little Rock if it met their
facility/program needs. In addition, Little Rock’s community attributes are well-suited to attracting this
demand segment. Event characteristics are supportive of the LRCVB’s objective to generate additional
sports tourism room nights that positively impact local and State economies.
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Comparable Facility Case Studies
This section of the report provides case studies on select indoor multi-sport facilities in terms of
ownership/management structure, building program elements, event activity, financial operations, and
operating strategies obtained from direct interviews with management as well as secondary sources.
The following facilities were chosen based on their similarity in terms of facility type/market focus as
well as from discussions with representatives from the LRCVB and area stakeholders as well as
feedback from existing/potential user groups:
While comparable case studies can provide significant data, they still only serve as a guide. Factors
such as building program/configuration, market conditions and competitive environment vary among
venues and impact operations making it difficult to find a perfect comparable facility. However, these
facilities offer a frame of reference in terms of common programmatic elements and certain areas of
operation.
Round Rock Sports Center in Texas
The City of Round Rock, Texas owns and operates the Round Rock Sports Center that opened in
January of 2014. The community is a suburb located approximately 20 miles north of Austin. The
center is an indoor sports facility with six basketball courts or 12 volleyball courts and a seating capacity
of 1,200. The facility’s playable square footage is 47,000 and the entire facility is 82,800 square feet.
The Center sits on 23.65 acres of land.
The construction cost of the facility was $17.6 million and the total project cost (including contingency,
FF&E, and design fees) was $22 million. The facility was primarily funded through the City’s Hotel
Occupancy Tax. The primary purpose of the Center is to draw tournaments and events as part of the
City’s sports tourism program. The Center is not a walk-in facility but services the community through
hosting club sports team practices, clinics, camps, and tournaments.
The venue is designed with the courts on a lower level and all seating on the mezzanine level. There is a
concession stand, operated by the City, on the mezzanine level. Originally, seating was designed into
the court level, however, if the seating is in place, it does not allow enough space around the courts for
an adequate competition surface for volleyball. The court level spectator bleachers are brought in for
wrestling as the sport has a smaller competition area. These bleachers can accommodate 500 spectators.
The facility hosts college showcase tournaments and NCAA rules governing college coaches’ access
were designed into the layout.
There are locker rooms used to support club programs during the week, however, these are not utilized
during weekend tournaments. There is a referee’s lounge, referee’s locker rooms, a training room, and
three multi-purpose rooms. All courts have LED scoreboards. There are 512 paved parking spots and
an additional 112 grass parking spaces on grass which will be paved to maximize parking. The facility
created a climate-controlled, 4,600 square-foot outdoor storage space, post-initial construction, to
accommodate their floor coverings and concession supplies.
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Peak usage is in January through July. Representatives indicated that the facility is booked at 95%
usage rate during peak weekday periods of 5:30pm to 10:00pm, Sunday through Friday. In 2014, the
facility’s first year of operation, there were 28 weekend tournaments. The average tournament had 50
teams comprised of 10 participants and two coaches and 750 spectators.
There are nine full-time staff members and 60 part-time employees. During its first year of operation,
the Center incurred approximately $1.3 million in expenses and realized $322,000 in operating revenue.
The Hotel Occupancy Tax of 2% that is dedicated to the Center provided $867,000. Factoring in debt
service of $420,000, the Center realized a loss of approximately $216,000.

Source: Round Rock Sports Center, sportsplanningguide.com.

Fieldhouse USA in Frisco, Texas
Fieldhouse USA is a privately owned and operated indoor sports facility located in Frisco which is a
suburb located approximately 30 miles north of Dallas. The fieldhouse was developed for a construction
cost of $17 million and opened in 2009. The facility has 144,620 square feet and includes 11 full-size
basketball or volleyball courts. The surface is hardwood for the courts. There is also a turf multipurpose field. There is a meeting room, training center, concessions, and food kiosks.
The complex is home to a variety of sports organizations including the Frisco Soccer Association, NTA
Taekwondo, Tumble and Stunt, and Cheer Athletics – Frisco. The Center reports that it hosted 86
tournaments and events from 2010 through 2012. Management also cites 2011 economic totals as 38
events representing 84 tournament days, with an overall attendance of nearly 231,600 and an economic
impact to the community of $17.8 million. The complex is home to the Nancy Lieberman Camps and
Clinics, five regional club volleyball tournaments, and summer camps.

Source: flickr, actionfloors.com.
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Greensboro Sportsplex in North Carolina
The Greensboro Sportsplex is a 106,000 square foot indoor multi-sport complex that consists of eight
hardwood basketball courts, five sport courts, one inline roller hockey rink, four indoor soccer fields,
and a 5,000 square foot fitness complex. The complex was originally developed by a private developer
in 2001. The City of Greensboro purchased the complex in 2003 and has operated it since then. The
eight basketball courts and five sport courts allows for eleven total volleyball courts.
In an effort to reduce operational costs and become a break-even operation, the City has privatized many
of its sports offering, concessions, and fitness center with a focus on reducing City staff positions and
expenditures. In 2003, the City immediately started to consolidate their publicly offered youth and adult
recreation programs with private programs. Soccer and basketball programs were merged with clubmanaged programs. For fiscal year 2014, the Sportsplex incurred approximately $653,000 in expenses.
For 2015, the Sportsplex is projected to have $400,000 in expenses and $350,000 in revenues. The
Sportsplex is operated through the Parks and Recreation Department through the City’s general fund.
There are three full-time staff and three operations assistants that are permanent part-time employees.
Additionally, there are part-time, seasonal employees used on an as-needed basis. Other City
departments handle outdoor maintenance and landscaping responsibilities and this does not impact the
Sportsplex’s budget.
Most recently, the City engaged in a competitive bid process to solicit proposals from organizations
interested in offering sports programming at the Greensboro Sportsplex. Through this process, the
department has selected and began contract negotiations with the Piedmont Volleyball Club. Piedmont
Volleyball Club is expected to offer all volleyball programming which has previously been offered at
the Sportsplex such as camps, clinics, leagues and Junior Olympic Club operations while adding
additional volleyball programming. The Piedmont Volleyball Club was the result of two club programs
merging together to form one lead club.
The clubs lease the Sportsplex and have three year agreements with two additional one year terms. The
City is guaranteed annual revenue for their operation through these agreements and do not absorb the
costs associated with managing and operating sports programs.
The adopted fiscal year 2013-14 budget narrative indicates that the budget reflects the “restructuring of
the Sportsplex facility to focus on tournament play and special events.” Volleyball and basketball are
the primary drivers of their revenue and programmed events and tournaments. Camps are their second
driver of revenue and special events are their third. The Sportsplex is programmed with tournaments
between 40 and 45 weekends per year. Of those weekend tournaments, 50% are one day events and
50% are two or three day events. Their peak months for tournaments are December through July.
Representatives indicated that a tremendous growth sport for their operation is the sport of pickleball.
Program elements include:




Eight hardwood basketball courts – 40,000 square feet
Five sport courts
Inline hockey surface
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Four turf soccer fields
5,000 square foot fitness complex
Concession stand
380 parking spaces – 170 are paved
20 sets of 20-person capacity tip and roll, portable bleachers
Two large locker rooms

Source: Greensboro Sportsplex website.

Libertyville Sports Complex in Illinois
The Libertyville Sports Complex is situated on a 48-acre site that is comprised of a 169,000 square foot
indoor sports complex, a 12,000 square foot golf learning center, and a 5,850 square feet of
meeting/function space which includes five meeting rooms. The Village of Libertyville, located 40 miles
north of Chicago, owns and operates the Complex. There are eight full-sized basketball courts that can
also be utilized as eight volleyball courts, two full-sized indoor turf fields, fitness center, and a climbing
wall. The courts have a synthetic Mondo playing surface. The complex was constructed for a total
project cost of $27 million.
The Sports Complex has rent agreements with regional clubs that include: boxing, soccer, volleyball,
three lacrosse clubs, and a field hockey club. Local organizations that utilize the Complex include the
Libertyville Parks and Recreation’s youth basketball programs and camps and the Libertyville youth
football programs. The fitness center is leased to a private sports performance company and additional
space is leased to a sports rehabilitation company.
On average, there are 40 annual weekend basketball tournaments with 35 being locally focused, five of a
regional/national nature, and two private tournaments. Additionally, there is one annual field hockey
tournament. There are year round adult basketball, soccer, and volleyball leagues, 12 weeks of youth
soccer leagues, and 12 weeks of youth basketball leagues. The facility also hosts graduation
ceremonies, special events, meetings, birthday parties, and catered functions. There is a concession
stand and a catering option with both being operated by the Village.
The peak time of activity is December through March. During the peak weekend tournaments the
facility is in use, on average, from 8:00am through 10:00pm. There are over 1,000,000 spectators and
participants involved in events at the Complex annually. Facility representatives cite the synthetic floor
surface as part of their ability to keep expenditures down and the venue flexible.
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The Complex has six full-time staff and approximately 50 part-time staff with two of the part-time staff
being permanent part-time positions.
Program elements include:





16 sets of portable bleacher seating
Mondo sports flooring
Concession stand
630 parking spaces

Source: Kiefer Floors, metroalive.com.

Boo Williams Sportsplex in Hampton, Virginia
The Boo Williams Sportsplex was developed by a private group of investors in conjunction with the
City of Hampton, Virginia. The community is located along the eastern shore of Virginia,
approximately 75 miles southeast of Richmond. The sportsplex was developed for a construction cost of
$13.5 million. The facility includes 135,000 square feet with eight hardwood basketball courts or 12
volleyball courts or eight field hockey fields, a 6-lane indoor track, seating for 4,000 spectators, event
operation center, registration room, meeting room, banquet room, two training rooms, 4,238 square foot
concession area, and Wi-Fi throughout the complex.
The Hampton Convention & Visitors Bureau indicates the Sportsplex as having 13 events in fiscal year
2014 accounting for 19,625 estimated total room nights and 33,500 estimated total attendance. The
Hampton CVB forecasts the Sportsplex to have 13 events in fiscal year 2015 accounting for 18,015
estimated total room nights and 38,200 estimated total attendance. The Hampton CVB reports that
sports generate as much as 60% of the hotel group business.

Source: virginia.org, Hampton Roads Sports Commission.
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Birmingham CrossPlex at Fair Park in Alabama
Opened in 2011, the Birmingham CrossPlex, is a multi-venue complex located on the former grounds of
an 80-acre fairgrounds. It is owned and operated by the City of Birmingham with a focus on stimulating
economic growth to the City of Birmingham through events and corporate partnerships.
CrossPlex contains the 5,000-capacity Bill Harris Arena (which remained from the former fairgrounds),
multi-sport facility with an eight-lane track and field area, and an Olympic size natatorium. The multisport facility and natatorium were developed for a combined project cost of $46 million. Since these
two elements were developed, the City has invested an additional $5 million to upgrade the arena. The
track complex offers 75,000 square feet of competition space primarily for track & field but also
volleyball, gymnastics, and cheerleading. The multi-sport complex has nine volleyball courts that are
placed in the inside area of the track. The complex owns a rollout Mondo sport Performance surface
that is laid on top of the track. Courts can be divided with drop down curtains. The state volleyball
championships for the Alabama High School Activities Association are held annually at CrossPlex.
There are seven suites with 22 seats on the exterior. CrossPlex representatives indicate that the suites
and locker rooms are rarely utilized. Concessions and catering is outsourced to a third party.
The complex has approximately 100,000 users annually and experiences an increase annually in users of
10% to 15%. The City prioritizes agreements with event promoters that sign three year or greater use
agreements. From a booking perspective, weekend tournaments are the first priority, and City school
programs are a second priority. The complex is the home facility for many of the City’s schools, three
area colleges, and many non-Birmingham public school programs for swimming, track and field, and
volleyball, depending on the season. The facility is not open to the public.
The City employs 19 full-time positions and four permanent part-time positions for the entire CrossPlex
facility including the arena, track facility and natatoriums. Of the full-time positions 12 are directly
attributable to the natatorium and seven are in an administrative position. Of the four permanent parttime positions, three are attributable to the natatorium. The CrossPlex augments with seasonal help and
other City department staff on an as-needed basis. In 2013, the CrossPlex had expenditures of
approximately $2.8 million.
Program elements include:















750,000 square feet of overall space
75,000 square feet of competition floor space for track & field, volleyball, and gymnastics
Olympic size natatorium
5,000 square feet of meeting space
1,500 parking space
Seven VIP suites
Media and operations work area, broadcast box
Retail space
Multi-use concourse
Spectator seating for 4,000
Locker rooms
Coaches locker room
Training rooms
Storage for event promoters and venue
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Source: Birmingham CrossPlex website.

Austin Sports Center in Texas
The Austin Sports Center has two indoor court complexes in South Austin and Cedar Park, Texas and an
outdoor sand volleyball complex adjacent to their Cedar Park indoor location. The complexes are
owned and operated by a non-profit that was established in 1984 by the Austin Juniors Volleyball Club.
The complexes serve as the home courts for the Club’s practices and smaller tournaments. The Club
also has a Tournament Director that organizes their large-scale tournaments that play off-site at different
facilities throughout Texas including the Dallas Convention Center, San Antonio Convention Center,
San Antonio Alamodome, Austin Convention Center, and Round Rock Sports Complex. These
tournaments not only create tournament competitions for their club teams but are also revenue
generators for the non-profit. The concession operations are operated in-house primarily with volunteers
comprised of club players’ parents.
Program elements include:
South Austin Facility:
 20,000 square feet of court space
 4 competition volleyball courts or 6 practice volleyball courts or 4 basketball courts
 3,000 square foot mezzanine spectator viewing area with tables, chairs
 Wi-Fi throughout the facility
 Conference room with audio visual equipment
 Concession stand
 Pro shop
 Fitness area with 3,000 square foot weight room
 Office space
 Parking – 100 cars on-site, walkable satellite lots nearby
Cedar Park Facility:
 20,000 square feet of court space
 4 competition volleyball courts or 5 practice volleyball courts or 3 basketball courts
 4,000 square foot mezzanine spectator viewing area with tables, chairs
 Wi-Fi throughout the facility
 Conference room with audio visual equipment
 Concession stand
 ProShop
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Fitness area – 3,000 square feet
Trainers room
Coaches room
Office space
Parking – 160 cars on-site

Sand Volleyball Complex:
 17,900 square foot, 4 volleyball court sand pit
 2,400 square foot facility
 1,800 square foot covered patio spectator viewing area
 Wi-Fi throughout
 Concession stand
 Conference room
 1,200 square foot shade structure

Austin Sports Center - South Austin
Source: Austin Sports Center.

Austin Sports Center - Cedar Park
Source: Austin Sports Center.

Ralia Sports Center in Maple Grove, Minnesota
The Ralia Sports Center is a 46,000 square foot indoor sports facility that is privately owned and
operated. The facility is located 17 miles northwest of Minneapolis, Minnesota. It has a 20,000 square
foot court area that can host four basketball courts or four volleyball courts. There is an attached 20,000
square foot field area that is primarily used for soccer and box lacrosse. The owners have contracts with
club programs that are major tenants and utilize the Center for practices, leagues, and tournaments. The
owners also manage and operate their own leagues. The facility’s primary sports are volleyball and
soccer. The venue also hosts meetings, corporate functions, and banquets.
The peak season for the Center is Labor Day through Memorial Day though there are year-round
programs in place. Practices, league play, and tournaments are primary events during the September
through May timeframe. Camps and clinics are held primarily in the summer months. There are
weekend tournaments every weekend from January 1st through to June 1st. There are very few
tournaments held during the summer and most activity is held on weekdays.
There is a concession stand, bleacher seating for approximately 550 spectators, a retail location, and a
concession stand. There are no locker rooms on-site.
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The operation has an approximate budget of $1 million annually. Rent, league and tournament fees,
concessions, gate admission, and advertising are the primary revenue generators. Taxes, insurance,
utilities, maintenance service contracts, and payroll are the major expenses. There are four full-time
staff and one part-time custodian.

Source: Ralia Sports Center, efhrealtyadvisors.com.

The Summit Sports and Ice Complex in Dimondale, Michigan
The Summit Sports Complex, located nine miles from Lansing, Michigan, is a privately owned and
operated complex that consists of a two-rink ice complex, a fieldhouse, and a court facility. The ice
complex has an Olympic and an NHL-size rink. The 54,300 square-foot fieldhouse, fitness center,
gymnastics center, pro shop, two concession stands, 4 meeting rooms, video arcade, spectator seating,
public locker rooms, team locker rooms, referee rooms, and arena management space. The fieldhouse
has a roll-up turf surface with a concrete floor surface.
The basketball facility, Aim High Sports, is able to host five basketball courts on hardwood courts or six
volleyball courts. Each of the courts has portable bleacher seating with an approximate seating capacity
of 100 per court.
The venues experience their peak time of usage during the school year months with December to March
being the busiest period. The venues experience peak usage post-school and work from 3pm-12
midnight on weekdays.
There are five full-time staff members and five hourly, full-time staff. The management team operates
the concession stands and has a seven-year sponsorship and pouring rights agreement with Pepsi. The
private owner has a liquor license for the facilities and holds a number of expos, banquets, and special
events due to the ability to serve alcohol.
The management team works with area club programs as tenants including a gymnastics tenant in the
gymnastics center, hockey clubs, and basketball club teams, but also create extensive programs
including youth and adult programs. These include leagues for soccer, flag football, dodge ball and
lacrosse.
The CVB has a sponsorship of the venue and the management team works with the CVB to bid on
events, however, as a private owner their focus is not a shared focus with the CVB. There are two hotels
and quick serve restaurants within walking distance.
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Program elements include:











4 meeting rooms
Sports performance center
Gymnastics center
Pro shop
Concession stands
Video arcade
Locker rooms
Referee rooms
Event promoter office space
Spectator seating at each court

Source: lansing.org.

Summary
The following summarizes common themes/lessons learned from the profiled comparable indoor sports
facilities:


The mission of the facility is clear, concise, and conveyed to both potential competitive event users
and the community.



Having an operating entity such as the LRCVB that is objective and non-sport specific with
representation from local recreational organizations to foster joint efforts in marketing and servicing
competitive sports events at the facility.



There is a full-time, dedicated staff of experienced professionals that manage and market the facility
and understand the unique needs of tournament promoters and local sports organizations.



Tournament activity occurs most weekends.



There is an established partnership with a limited number of primary users (e.g., local sports
organizations) that exclusively book the majority of court time outside of tournament activity in
order to maximize weekday usage and revenue. These primary users additionally provide
tournament programming as they host organization-sponsored tournaments.



There is a booking priority system in place for determining which tournaments will be booked to
maximize economic impact. Generally, these tournaments are sponsored by their primary user
groups.
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There is an “incentive fund” to pay for bid fees and financial scholarships to subsidize the costs of
attracting high economic impact tournaments and events.



There is a focus on being a well-designed facility to effectively meet the needs of their target users
(e.g., tournament promoters) and community sports organizations.



Maintaining high-quality, tournament-level court space is an operating priority.



Booking priorities, operating strategies, and funding sources at several of the profiled multi-court
sports facilities reflects their primary objective to drive sport tourism and related economic impact.



Community support from the CVB, business community, hotel and restaurant industry, and area
governmental officials.
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Competitive Market Assessment Summary
Based on feedback from existing and potential users, management at competitive and comparable
facilities as well as other research, several common factors appear to enhance the success of multi-sport
facilities including, but not limited to, the following:


Demographic/economic characteristics



Strong recognizable identity within the competitive sports industry



Importance of providing a well-designed, safe facility for participants and spectators with convenient
access throughout the facility



Building program elements and supporting infrastructure that appropriately accommodates the
desired target market(s)



Accessibility to/from the facility



Ability to efficiently host diverse events



Modern technology such as Wi-Fi access



Proximity to supporting amenities such as accommodations, restaurants, retail and entertainment
establishments

Previous sections of this report discussed various supply and demand factors that may influence the type
and amount of event activity at a proposed new indoor sports facility in Little Rock including select
demographic and economic characteristics, accessibility, hotel supply/demand, attractions, supply of
State/regional facilities, and input from potential demand generators. Based on the primary and
secondary research conducted for this study, this section summarizes relative strengths, challenges,
opportunities, and threats associated with a proposed new indoor sports facility in Little Rock.
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Strengths

Challenges

•

Strong interstate access to the market

•

Supply and quality of existing indoor facilities

•

Central location in State and U.S.

•

Date availability at existing indoor facilities

•

Hotel supply, diversity and distribution in the City

•

•

Hotel availability year-round to support out-of-town visitors

Existing venues owned by multiple jurisdictions
and operated by various organizations

•

Affordable hotel room rate based on survey responses

•

•

Established
visitors

Lack of established/organized volunteer pool to
support large sporting events

•

Funding/financing for such a facility

•

Affordable, family-oriented environment with a variety of
attractions

•

Active local recreational/elite level sports participant base in
the primary market

•

Experience hosting large-scale sporting events in City

•

Desire by event promoters to grow existing events

•

Media/business community focus on events

•

Opportunities
Dedicated, tournament quality facility

•

Critical mass of courts in one location

•

Allows for growth of existing tournaments/events

•

Attract new tournaments to Little Rock

•

Creates additional court space for local programs on weekdays

•

Large population base within 200 miles

•

Higher education institutions in the area with athletic programs
that provide a target market for enhanced/new sports facilities
and a competitive advantage in attracting tournaments,
showcases, clinics, and camps

•

Ability to increase visitation by broadening sports outlets and
diversifying visitor base

•

Strong interest from organizations representing diverse
competitive sporting events that occur year-round

•

Majority of interested potential user groups host youth event
activity which generally attracts a larger travel party size

•

Support from ownership/management at existing facilities to
work together to attract events

•

Addresses some recreational priorities outlined in the Parks &
Recreation Master Plan

•

Creates date availability at Convention Center for other activity

•

LRCVB’s experience operating facilities

leisure/hospitality

industry

to

accommodate

•

Threats
Competitive supply of State/regional sports
facilities including privately owned and/or
managed facilities

•

Potential new sports facilities being considered in
the region (e.g. new AAO Center)

•

Increased competition to attract current,
established Little Rock events to other area cities

•

Cost-consciousness of many competitive sporting
event producers/attendees
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The competitive market assessment suggests that market demand exists for a potential new indoor multisport facility to place Little Rock in a more marketable position to attract additional indoor sporting
events/competitions that draw out-of-town visitors who generate room nights and other economic/fiscal
impacts. Further, the existing and planned competition in the region indicates that there is an
opportunity for Little Rock to better penetrate youth/amateur sporting events/tournaments in specific
market segments with a new indoor multi-sport facility.
Market research conducted for this analysis including input from event producers/users suggests that
constructing a facility with the following building program elements and patron amenities would
significantly enhance Little Rock’s marketability for attracting competitive indoor sporting events:
•

8 to 10 tournament quality basketball courts (or 16 to 20 volleyball courts) that provide a critical
mass of competitive floor space that can accommodate a wide variety of sports activities

•

Flexible design that is divisible and can adequately accommodate multiple, simultaneous events,
including court dividers

•

Spectator seating should be offered and, ideally, a minimum of 2,500 seats up to a maximum of
4,000 retractable seats (which can be augmented by portable, temporary bleachers) for a
championship court setting - having said that, other facilities in the market can accommodate
championship games and, as such, less seating would still make the venue marketable for qualifying
round activity

•

Consistent lighting for all courts which should implement energy conservation measures

•

Adequate, convenient on-site parking and appropriate parking management to accommodate heavy
tournament traffic flow

•

Restrooms, concessions stands, and Wi-Fi service

•

Merchandise/pro shop area

•

Registration area

•

Locker rooms/lounges for teams and officials

•

On-site storage space for the facility and equipment

•

Administrative space for facility management

•

Flex space that can be used for meeting/breakout rooms, hospitality/VIP areas, media/interview
room, banquet space

•

Open space used for team gathering areas and warm-ups

•

Charging stations and/or electrical outlets throughout facility

•

Scoreboards with timing systems on each court

•

Backboards, net systems, and support equipment for major event uses

•

PA System
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As with many communities, financial considerations associated with construction, on-going operations
and maintenance often dictate whether a particular project is deemed viable and whether a phased
development approach may be necessary. Further, site related issues and community attributes external
to the proposed indoor sports facility also play a critical role in the marketability of any venue. The
following section presents a more detailed program and estimated cost associated with the recommended
facility as well as an assessment of the proposed sites.
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Program, Cost Estimate and Site Analysis
Program and Cost Estimate
The primary purpose of the proposed new facility is to provide a number of tournament quality courts
for indoor sports competition, involving elite and travel teams from around the region. The program as
envisioned includes 8 to 10 basketball courts, which in turn would yield 16 to 20 volleyball courts. The
courts, which are proposed to be hardwood floors, could also accommodate cheer, gymnastics,
dance/drill teams and other competitive activities compatible with hardwood flooring. Sufficient space
between courts should be provided to allow for participant flow, player equipment, and overrun.
LED sports lighting should provide consistent illumination for all courts, with sufficient vertical
footcandles for high-quality video. Lighting should be zoned to allow individual courts to be
illuminated as needed.
The primary court area should be column free, allowing for maximum flexibility in the use of space and
the arrangement of flexible spectator seating at the periphery. Ceiling height should be a minimum of
25 to 30 feet to accommodate volleyball and basketball. Twirling competition requires 37 feet clear,
which may be a good baseline height given the overall large area of the primary space.
Site Features
Parking should be provided to accommodate tournament flow - adult tournaments typically attract a
larger number of cars than youth tournaments. Events that will likely utilize this facility will be driving
rather than flying to the destination. Providing parking at a 1:4 ratio (four persons per car) for spectator
seating capacity should provide adequate parking for normal tournament operations. Site should include
allowances for bus parking, truck loading, trash and deliveries.
CONFIDE NTIAL

A separate drop-off area should be provided near the main entry for elderly/disabled guests. Disabled
parking should be allocated and located in accordance with ADA and local requirements.
The loading/service area should be located as far from the main entrance as possible. Parking for
broadcast trucks, though infrequent, should be considered for this area.
The site development should include landscaped areas with picnic tables, some shelter, and ideally a
small play area for younger siblings.
Spectator Seating
Each court should be able to accommodate 200 spectators in a manner that provides good sightlines and
does not allow spectators to interfere with play. A mezzanine for spectators provides greater separation,
but also makes achieving good sightlines more difficult.
In Program Option B, a championship center court is provided, with telescoping seating for up to 4,000
spectators. In Program Option A, it is assumed that championship events requiring similar numbers of
spectator seats would be held at another location.
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Locker Rooms
Based on the input from collegiate conferences and Arkansas High School Activities Association
(AHSAA) the facility would require 5 to 8 team locker rooms. Locker room design can be fairly basic,
providing changing areas, storage cubicles or shelving and hooks, and toilet facilities. Showers are
desirable, but not all teams will shower on site. Officials’ locker rooms (two, one each for male and
female officials) are located near team locker rooms, but ideally have a separate access route.
In the general area of the locker rooms, one to two Coaches/Officials Lounge areas should be provided.
These are not mandatory but would allow an event promoter to attract top level officials and coaches.
Training rooms are required as part of a collegiate conference tournament and AHSAA. Many event
promoters did not indicate this as a requirement but indicated they would utilize one if it was available.
We recommend one common training room that can be shared by all teams, with a number of training
tables as well as a private exam room that can be used by a physician or where privacy is a concern.
Teams would be expected to bring their own consumables, but basic furnishings should be provided to
allow for a variety of treatment modes.
Meeting Rooms/Breakout Rooms
Located slightly away from the main court area, a set of three (3) to four (4) breakout rooms can be used
for hospitality and sponsor rooms, VIP reception areas, and/or double as an Interview/Media Room.
These rooms can also be useful for tournament organizers, sign-in areas, and lounge areas for
participants. Use of operable partitions to allow the rooms to be combined in various size configurations
will maximize flexibility and utility of this space. These spaces can also serve as the operations center
for tournaments.
CONFIDE NTIAL

Configuration of the meeting rooms as a larger banquet room (with all operable partitions stored) also
provides the option of post-tournament events being hosted on site. This use requires an adjacent
catering kitchen with food holding, plating, scraping and basic warewashing functions to maximize its
utility.
A Registration/Prefunction Area should be provided near the main entry and immediately outside the
meeting room block. This area allows for teams to sign in on arrival, and can allow the meeting rooms to
serve other functions when necessary. The registration area needs electrical and data connectivity
throughout, as do the meeting rooms.
Amenities
Concession areas should be provided for the expected spectator attendance levels. Providing a greater
menu variety than the average popcorn/hot dog roller/nacho concession stand could be a differentiating
factor, as teams often spend long days at the facility, and quickly grow tired of limited menu options.
Most comparable facilities do not allow outside food and beverage in the facility.
A Merchandise/ProShop Area should be provided for sale of apparel, shoes, souvenirs, and other
tournament-related items and necessities (tape, analgesic, etc.). This area should be located near the
concessions to allow for joint staffing during low activity periods.
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Public restrooms should be sized to minimally accommodate the programmed spectator load. This will
provide public restrooms amply sized for day-to-day operation of the facility. Family toilets should also
be provided.
Building Support Areas
Back of house space should include a Loading Dock area to accommodate drive-up docks and large
equipment delivery. There should also be drive-on access to the main event floor. Large overhead
doors are needed in service and back-of-house areas.
Storage for event promoters should be provided near registration/event operations area. Two types of
storage are needed: office/small storage area for promotional materials/handouts/t-shirts, etc., and a
larger storage area where teams can store equipment on a short term basis.
Building storage includes areas for large equipment including basketball goals, volleyball nets, rolled
mats and floor coverings, chairs, tables, bleacher seating (i.e., tip and roll bleachers). Large equipment
accommodation includes space for storage of lifts (for light bulb changing in high ceilings), carts,
forklift, floor maintenance machines, etc.
Concession and retail spaces require a dedicated storage area separate from general building storage for
inventory control.
Office space for facility staff including management and event staff should be provided. Four to five
workstations are assumed, including space for building manager, operations director, and sales and event
staff.
CONFIDE NTIAL

The facility should have Wi-Fi capability throughout. Wi-Fi is essential in today’s tournament
environment for both support of the tournament operators and spectators/participants who are in the
facility for many hours, especially as tournament management/tracking becomes more web-based.
Charging stations and/or electrical outlets should be available throughout the facility for day-long
tournament participants, coaches, and spectators.
Equipment Needs
The following equipment should be considered as part of the overall project development, regardless of
how it is sourced (i.e., as part of general construction or separately as FF&E):










Floor covering for non-sporting events
Scoreboards with timing systems for each court; center-hung main scoreboard for championship
court
Backboards, net systems, and support equipment for major event uses
Ice Machines for training room and concessions
Concession/catering kitchen food service equipment
Office furniture/partition system in administrative area
PA system and scorers tables
Chairs/tables for use throughout facility
Required building maintenance equipment (e.g., forklift, scissor lift, floor machine, etc.)
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In the program outlines provided, Option B is the idealized full-scope build-out of the narrative
description above. Option A recommends a slightly smaller facility, with most of the same amenities
that could be achieved at a significantly lower initial capital investment.
The information provided represents order-of-magnitude cost estimates for building construction.
Estimates also include project soft costs, such as design fees, administrative costs, permits and testing,
survey and geotechnical report, and furnishings, fixtures and equipment. Depending on the project,
project soft costs can add from 20% to 30% of construction cost to the total. Because each of the sites
under consideration are publicly owned, land costs are also not reflected in the estimates. Typical site
development costs are included; however for certain particular sites, development costs could be higher
due to the need for infrastructure improvements, environmental remediation, regrading, or other factors
unique to that site that have not been taken into account in the preliminary project cost estimates.
The following table outlines the program and estimated order-of-magnitude construction estimate
(OMCE) and total project cost for Option A.
Potential Indoor Multi-Sport Facility - Program Option A
Order-of-Magnitude Enclosed Space Square Footage and Cost Estimate
Category Space
Square Footage
OMCE
Enclosed Building Areas
100,200
$ 23,000,000
Main Activity Area
71,900
Ancillary Space
5,300
Support Space
9,900
Circulation, Structure
13,100
CONFIDE NTIAL

Category Item
Site Work
Parking
Disabled Parking
Entry Plaza
Loading
Trash Compactor
Landscaping
Building Footprint
Detention/BMP
PROJECT SUMMARY
Category Space
Building Construction
Site Construction
Subtotal Construction
Project Costs
Construction Contingency
Design Fees
Fixtures, Furnishings & Equipment
TOTAL ORDER OF MAGNITUDE PROJECT COST
REQUIRED SITE AREA

OMCE
$ 1,300,000

OMCE
$ 23,000,000
$ 1,300,000
$ 24,300,000
$ 5,980,000

$ 30,300,000
14 Acres

Source: Convergence Design.
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The following table outlines the program and estimated OMCE and total project cost for Option B.
Potential Indoor Multi-Sport Facility - Program Option B
Order-of-Magnitude Enclosed Space Square Footage and Cost Estimate
Category Space
Square Footage
OMCE
Enclosed Space Summary
121,200
$
28,100,000
Main Activity Area
78,700
Ancillary Space
11,000
Support Space
15,700
Circulation, Structure
15,800
Category Space
Site Work
Parking
Disabled Parking
Entry Plaza
Loading
Trash Compactor
Landscaping
Building Footprint
Detention/BMP
PROJECT SUMMARY
Category Space
Building Construction
Site Construction
Subtotal Construction

$

OMCE
3,300,000

$
$
$

OMCE
28,100,000
3,300,000
31,400,000

$

7,620,000

$

39,000,000
29 Acres

CONFIDE NTIAL

Project Soft Costs
Construction Contingency
Design Fees
Fixtures, Furnishings & Equipment
TOTAL ORDER OF MAGNITUDE PROJECT COST
REQUIRED SITE AREA
Source: Convergence Design.
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Site Analysis
The consultant team also considered a total of eight potential sites for the proposed new indoor multisport facility. All sites considered in this analysis are publicly owned. While private sector sites may be
an option for consideration, the consultant team focused on publicly owned sites to exclude costs
associated with site acquisition. Sites were visually surveyed and photographed and a comparative
analysis matrix was developed which ranked the candidate sites on various criteria. The following map
illustrates the eight sites and their locations within Little Rock.

CONFIDE NTIAL
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The following table provides a relative comparison of each site’s characteristics given certain evaluation criteria. Sites are listed in the
order of their overall ranking.
Users have indicated that the availability of youth-friendly recreational and entertainment options such as malls, movie theaters,
restaurants and bowling alleys is another factor that sporting event producers take into account when selecting a destination for their
event and is important for periods when attendees are not at event-related functions. The supply of these types of activities geared
towards youth and family are an important consideration for attendees when they determine whether to bring additional family/friends
and how long to stay. As such, proximity to these types of activities/amenities should be considered as part of the site evaluation
process.
Potential Indoor Multi-Sport Facility - Site Options Matrix
EVALUATION CRITERIA
Western Hills
Coleman War Memorial Murray Park
(0 = worst, 5 = best)
Park
URBAN ISSUES
Adjacent Land Use Compatibility
3
4
5
3
Facility Image/Visibility
2
3
4
4
Quality of User Experience
3
3
4
5
Proximity to Existing Hotels
3
3
3
2
Proximity to Dining/Retail/Entertainment
4
4
4
3
Proximity to Existing Parking Resources
5
4
4
3
Business Development Potential (new/existing)
4
5
2
1
TRANSPORTATION
Vehicular Access (cars/trucks/buses)
4
4
4
2
Adequacy of Proposed Parking Strategy
4
4
4
4
Pedestrian Access
3
2
3
1
Adequacy of Infrastructure
3
3
3
3
Public/Alternative Transit
4
4
4
4
SITE FACTORS
Site Size; Configuration, Shape
4
4
1
2
Potential Views from Site
3
2
3
5
Topography/Slope
3
2
2
3
Geologic or Water Table Issues
3
0
4
1
Archeological Resource Issues
4
4
3
4
Demolition: Extent, Historic
4
4
4
4
Environmental Issues/Remediation
4
1
4
4
Zoning/Regulatory Issues
3
5
1
2
Potential for Expansion
4
3
0
1
COST FACTORS
Land Acquisition Cost
5
5
5
5
Building Construction Cost
4
1
1
2
Site Development Cost
3
1
2
2
ACQUISITION/TIMING Ability to Meet Proposed Schedule
5
5
5
5
TOTAL
91
80
79
75
RANK
1
2
3
4
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Rebsamen
Park
3
4
5
2
3
3
1
2
4
1
3
4
1
5
3
1
4
3
4
2
1
5
2
2
5
73
5

Otter Creek Rosedale Park
4
1
4
0
2
4
3
3
4
1
3
2
3
2
2
4
3
4
4
3
3
5
2
2
5
73
5

2
2
2
3
3
2
3
3
2
5
2
4
0
2
2
5
4
2
4
5
1
5
3
2
5
73
5

Alexander
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
3
0
1
0
3
1
2
2
4
4
4
1
4
5
4
1
5
48
8

The preliminary site analysis indicated that there are several viable options for the proposed new indoor multi-sport facility. The pages
that follow provide a brief narrative description of the most salient characteristics of each site from the project team’s perspective.
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Western Hills Park
Rank: 1

CONFIDE NTIAL

Western Hills Park is centrally located in Little Rock with good access to major roads, transit routes and reasonable access to hotels.
The former golf course has gently sloping topography, and adjoins another golf facility. A car dealership to the east would provide
excellent access to University Avenue if land is available.
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Coleman Property
Rank: 2

CONFIDE NTIAL

The recently acquired Coleman site is located directly south of UALR’s new track/soccer complex on the east side of University
Avenue. This site also is centrally located with excellent access to major roadways. A major concern is its location in a floodplain that
could present development challenges. Its rank assumes that enough land could be found (or created) out of the floodway to allow for
the construction of the required building and parking.
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War Memorial Park
Rank: 3
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We consider the relatively high ranking of this site to be an anomaly due to its excellent central location, good accessibility, and high
compatibility with adjacent uses. In fact, War Memorial Park is already intensely developed, and finding a site for the proposed over100,000 square foot building footprint would be very challenging. On the positive side, the shared use of existing parking would make
site development costs lower for this site.
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Murray Park
Rank: 4
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Murray Park is located in northwest Little Rock alongside the Arkansas River and adjacent to Rebsamen Park Golf Course.
Spectacular river views are a key feature of this site, as are its relatively undeveloped character and the presence of existing parking.
Limited vehicular access is a concern. Floodplain development is also a concern at this site, and would need to be addressed prior to
serious site development planning.
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Rebsamen Park
Rank: 5
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Located at an existing municipal golf course, development of the facility at Rebsamen Park would require the repurposing of an
existing nine-hole course at its western end. This site has many of the same advantages and disadvantages of adjoining Murray Park,
including river views, existing parking, as well as access and floodplain concerns.
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Otter Creek Park
Rank: 5
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Otter Creek Park is located in the southwest corner of Little Rock, at some distance from hotels and other amenities. While an
appealing site from a constructability standpoint, its remote location tended to make it rank below most other sites under
consideration.
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Rosedale Park
Rank: 5

CONFIDE NTIAL

Rosedale Park is centrally located, and currently occupied by several ball fields and a soon-to-be community center. While the
location and accessibility of this site are excellent, the site is too small to accommodate the proposed facility while retaining any of its
existing and proposed functions.
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Alexander Site
Rank: 8

CONFIDE NTIAL

The Alexander Site is 80 acres of entirely undeveloped land at the south terminus of Hall Road in southwest Little Rock. While
potentially developable, this site’s remote location renders it less desirable for a tournament sports facility, as access to any amenities
such as hotels, restaurants and shopping are at some distance. Also, its location at the end of a narrow road would present significant
added offsite infrastructure costs. Floodplain development is also a concern at this site.
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Financial Pro Forma
With respect to financial performance, it is important to understand that similar indoor multi-sport
facilities often break even or realize an operating deficit. However, one of the primary reasons for
developing these types of facilities is the economic activity that they can generate in terms of spending,
employment, earnings, as well as tax revenues to local and state governments. These facilities typically
attract events that draw patrons from outside of the immediate market area who spend money on hotels,
restaurants and other related services. Consequently, when evaluating the merits of these types of
projects, all aspects of the costs and benefits including operating requirements, debt service and
economic/fiscal benefits should be evaluated. An order-of-magnitude estimate of the potential
economic/fiscal benefits associated with on-going operations of the potential new indoor multi-sport
facility is provided in the next section of this report.
Crossroads assisted the LRCVB in developing a hypothetical, order-of-magnitude estimate of operating
revenues and expenses before taxes, depreciation and debt service for a proposed new indoor multi-sport
facility in Little Rock for a stabilized year of operations. This analysis is also based on certain
hypothetical assumptions pertaining to operations of the facility, usage levels and other related financial
assumptions agreed to by the LRCVB. The accompanying analysis was prepared for internal use by the
LRCVB for its consideration of plans for a potential new indoor multi-sport facility and should not be
used or relied upon for any other purpose including financing of the project.
The analysis performed was limited in nature and, as such, Crossroads does not express an opinion or
any other form of assurance on the information presented in this report. As with all estimates of this
type, we cannot guarantee the results nor is any warranty intended that they can be achieved. The
estimates of revenues and expenses are based on the anticipated size, location, quality and efficiency of
the potential new indoor multi-sport facility. Since these estimates and assumptions are based on
circumstances that have not yet transpired, they are subject to variation. Further, there will usually be
differences between estimated and actual results because events and circumstances frequently do not
occur as expected, and those differences may be material.
CONFIDE NTIAL
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As shown in the table below, it is estimated that the potential new indoor multi-sport facility will operate
near break-even before taxes, debt service and depreciation in a stabilized year of operations.
Potential New Indoor Multi-Sport Facility in Little Rock
Estimate of Annual Financial Operations
Category

Amount

Net Operating Revenues

$934,000

-

$1,014,000

Net Operating Expenses

955,000

-

1,058,000

Estimate of Net Operating Revenue Over
Net Operating Expenses

(21,000)

-

(44,000)

47,000

-

51,000

($68,000)

-

($95,000)

98%

-

96%

Reserve for Replacement
Net Operating Loss Before Taxes,
Debt Service and Depreciation
Expense Coverage Ratio

Note: Expense coverage ratio equals operating revenues divided by operating expenses.

This estimate is based on information from primary and secondary sources including, but not limited to,
general market data; existing and planned facilities in the area; input from area stakeholders; input from
potential users; the preliminary building program provided in the previous sections; information on
comparable facilities as well as input from the LRCVB. This analysis represents a net revenue and
expense assessment and is subject to change depending on the actual building program, contractual
agreements with service providers, and further refinements regarding operating strategies for the
potential new indoor multi-sport facility.
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General Assumptions
Based on input from the client group, several assumptions were used to develop estimates of event
activity, financial operations and economic/fiscal impacts for the potential new indoor multi-sport
facility. It should be noted that these assumptions are preliminary and will continue to be refined as
decisions related to the building program, site location and other operating characteristics evolve.
These assumptions include:


The building program outlined previously which generally consists of 8 to 10 basketball courts or
16 to 20 volleyball courts is constructed in Little Rock.



The potential new indoor multi-sport facility will be owned and operated by the LRCVB and/or
City of Little Rock and staffed with personnel that specializes in marketing/management of
sporting events and has established contacts and strong relationships with regional/national
sporting event promoters and producers.



The potential new indoor multi-sport facility will primarily focus on hosting events that generate
room nights and economic impact to Little Rock.
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The facility will be aggressively marketed by established tourism agencies at the local and State
levels.



A high level of quality customer service will be provided.



The selected site will be adequate in terms of visibility, ingress and egress, parking, safety and
other similar issues.



Sufficient supporting infrastructure is located nearby (i.e., hotel rooms, restaurants, retail,
entertainment, vehicular access, etc.).



No other similar, competitive facilities are built in the region.



No major economic fluctuations or acts of nature occur that could adversely impact the dynamics
of the project.



This analysis does not include an estimate for ground lease payments, debt service or
depreciation.



Amounts are presented in current dollars and reflect a stabilized year of operations.

Usage Assumptions
The financial and economic/fiscal impact analyses are based on several factors including a hypothetical
estimate of usage/event activity that was developed from the research previously summarized in the
market analysis including input from the client group, market characteristics, historical event activity,
input from local stakeholders and potential demand generators, information on comparable facilities as
well as other research.
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Event activity at new facilities typically experiences a “ramp up” period to a stabilized level of activity
which occurs for several reasons. For instance, some groups that book their event years in advance may
not want to risk that a facility’s construction is delayed and not completed in time for their event. In
addition, some groups may choose to let management “fine tune” its operations before hosting an event
at the potential new indoor multi-sport facility. The length of time for new venues to reach stabilized
operations varies but typically ranges from three to five years. Overall utilization at any facility is
typically dependent on a number of factors (e.g., market size; accessibility; nearby amenities; size,
configuration and quality of the facilities offered; effectiveness of the management team in booking the
facility; date availability; cost, etc.) and is rarely consistent. For instance, one year the facility may
attract a greater number of basketball tournaments whereas another year it may attract more volleyball
tournaments.
The following table summarizes the estimated usage/event activity for the proposed new indoor multisport facility.
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Potential New Indoor Multi-Sport Facility in Little Rock
Summary of Estimated Usage
Category
Range
Tournament Activity
Total Events
29
Total Event Days
73
Total Number of Participants
26,400
Total Number of Spectators
52,800
Average Length of Stay (Days)
2.5
Total Attendee Days
198,000
-

34
85
31,200
62,400
2.5
234,000

Leagues & Camps/Clinics
Total Participant Days

129,100

-

129,100

Grand Total Attendee Days

327,100

-

363,100

Notes:

Participants are defined as athletes, coaches, officials, trainers, organizers
(i.e., anyone that is part of the tournament).
Spectators are defined as friends, family and fans.

For tournament activity, an attendee day is defined as total attendance multiplied by the event length.
For example, a three-day tournament with 200 attendees equates to 600 attendee days which reflects that
the same attendees return to the event each of the three days. Conversely, attendee days associated with
local league activity are assumed to be equal to attendance as these are primarily practices or games
occurring on one day. The average tournament length is estimated to be 2.5 days. Total attendee days
for the potential new indoor multi-sport facility is estimated to range from 327,100 to 363,100 including
both tournament and league activity.
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While the average tournament length is estimated to be 2.5 days based on survey results, survey
respondents noted their average length of stay is 2.0 nights. As shown in the following table, the
number of hotel room nights generated from activities at the potential new indoor multi-sport facility is
estimated to range from 36,500 to 44,400 in a stabilized year of operations based on the assumption that
70% of potential tournament attendees stay overnight and average 3.0 people per hotel room.
Potential New Indoor Multi-Sport Facility in Little Rock
Room Night Calculation
Category
Range
Total Events
29
Average Participants + Average Spectators
2,700
Average Length of Stay (Nights)
2.0
Total Potential Overnight Attendee Days
156,600
Percent Staying Overnight in Little Rock
70%
People/Hotel Room
3.0
Room Nights
36,500
-

34
2,800
2.0
190,400
70%
3.0
44,400

All of these room nights are not assumed to be incremental given that some tournament activity is
currently occurring in the area. Having said that, a new facility will allow the market to maintain, grow,
and diversify its visitor market. A by-product of the new facility would be that some sports business
could be moved from other facilities such as the University, area high schools, and the convention
center. This will allow existing venues to better accommodate their specific market segments. For
instance, the convention center could have more date availability for traditional group/meeting business.
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The frequency of use can impact the wear and tear of the courts and as such, relatively limited league
play is estimated to occur at the potential new indoor multi-sport facility in order to maintain
tournament-quality conditions. However, since local leagues can be a revenue generator and important
partners in attracting regional/national tournaments, the usage estimate includes some league play. It is
anticipated that the league activity will accommodate elite-level participants such as youth and adult
travel teams that regularly play other regional teams and are supportive of the facility’s efforts to draw
regional and national tournaments. Conversely, more residential-based parks and recreation type
leagues are not assumed to play at the potential new indoor multi-sport facility.
Net Operating Revenue
The following table shows the estimated net operating revenues for the potential new indoor multi-sport
facility in a stabilized year of operation:
Potential New Indoor Multi-Sport Facility in Little Rock
Net Operating Revenues
Category
Range
Facility Rental
$542,000
$579,000
Food/Beverage
327,000
363,000
Advertising/Sponsorship
55,000
60,000
Other
10,000
12,000
Total
$934,000
$1,014,000

Net Operating Revenue Assumptions
Facility Rental – The revenue generated from multi-sport facilities are typically derived from facility
rental that can be charged per tournament, per day, per game or per hour based on the user, number of
courts utilized and the services provided. Facility management will likely negotiate rental terms for
events/tournaments based on factors such as potential economic impact and/or the ability to execute
multi-year contracts. Based on comparable facility data, facility rentals typically represent a significant
revenue source. Rental revenue is largely dependent on the mix of business (e.g., tournaments versus
leagues), mission of the facility (local league use vs economic impact) and ownership/management
operating strategy (e.g., turnkey or full-service). Based on the anticipated goal of the potential new
indoor multi-sport facility to generate economic impact, the usage estimate and other research including
conversations with management at comparable facilities, revenues associated with facility rental are
estimated to range from approximately $542,000 to $579,000.
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Food/Beverage – The operation and management of concession sales are generally handled by one of
two methods. The first method allows an independent concessionaire exclusive rights to facility events
with the facility taking either a percentage of gross sales or a flat fee per month. The second method
allows for the facility owner to own and operate the concession service. Under this method, the facility
owner captures all food and beverage sales but also incurs expense items related to purchase and
maintenance of equipment, labor costs and costs of goods sold. It has not yet been decided whether the
proposed facility will contract with a third party for concession operations or perform this function inhouse. For purposes of this analysis, a net concession amount is estimated. As such, an estimated net
per capita amount of $1.00 per attendee day is used in this analysis. Based on these assumptions, net
revenue associated with concession sales is estimated to range from $327,000 to $363,000.
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Advertising/Sponsorship – Advertising and sponsorship opportunities are diverse and can range from
temporary signage at a single event to permanent signage on scoreboards or billboards located
throughout the facility to advertising in a program to sponsoring team uniforms to sponsoring an entire
event/tournament. Typically events sponsored by outside organizations do not share revenues with the
facility owner/operator. However, advertising and sponsorship revenue generated from events that are
organized/sponsored by the facility operator (assumed to be the LRCVB in this case) is usually retained
by the facility and is a function of the number/type of events held (e.g., large tournaments), total
attendees, and the aggressiveness of the approach taken by management in terms of the amount and type
of advertising and sponsorships sold. Given the nature of the proposed facility program elements, the
estimated utilization, and the assumption that the potential new indoor multi-sport facility will be
operated in a first-class manner, net advertising/sponsorship revenue is estimated to range from $55,000
to $60,000.
Other Revenue – Given the recommended program elements of the potential indoor multi-sport facility
and the assumption that it is utilized by elite-level leagues, some revenue is assumed for private lessons
and/or other training outside of league-related practices and games. These activities typically occur
earlier in the morning such as before school and can be marketable to high level athletes. Fees for
private lessons/training are estimated to range from $10,000 to $12,000.
Other Potential Revenues - As the project development plan continues to evolve, other potential revenue
sources to consider include, but are not limited to, the following:
•

Parking – some comparable facilities charge a parking fee for large spectator events/tournaments
and/or special events; however, user survey results indicate few events are accustomed to paying for
parking.
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•

Naming rights – Through a combination of naming rights, preferential advertising treatment and
event sponsorship inducements, one or more private parties may be solicited for up-front or
recurring annual commitments. However, as with advertising and sponsorship, the revenue
generated from naming rights is generally based on several factors, including but not limited to, the
amount and type of event activity (e.g., sports tenants, regional/national/international tournaments),
the local corporate base, and management’s philosophy on the amount and type of naming rights
sold (e.g., selling the facility as a whole, selling individual courts, etc.). Naming rights deals are not
as common among indoor multi-sport facilities and, as such, financial information is difficult to
obtain. Given these and other factors, naming rights revenue is excluded from this financial
estimate. However, as the development planning process for the facility continues, program
elements are finalized and a specific site is chosen, this is a potential revenue opportunity that should
be considered. Conducting focus groups is one method to ascertain the potential revenue that could
be generated from naming rights.

•

User fees – Indoor multi-sport facilities often charge user fees to fund day-to-day operations,
maintenance, and capital improvements. There are several different types of fees that can be imposed
with the most common being participant fees for leagues.

•

Retail space - could include lease of a portion of the building for a compatible use such as a pro
shop.
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Net Operating Expenses
The table below shows the estimated net operating expenses for the potential new indoor multi-sport
facility in a stabilized year of operation:
Potential New Indoor Multi-S port Facility in Little Rock
Net Operating Expenses
Category
Range
Salaries & Wages
$275,000
$315,000
Benefits
83,000
95,000
Utilities
210,000
222,000
Repairs & M aintenance
175,000
190,000
General, Administrative & Other
80,000
88,000
Insurance
77,000
88,000
M arketing
55,000
60,000
Total
$955,000
$1,058,000

Net Operating Expenses Summary of Significant Assumptions
Salaries & Wages – Although the staffing requirements and subsequent salaries and wages can represent
a significant expense, permanent full-time staffing plans can vary. This variance in staffing levels is
generally attributed to multiple factors. One factor relates to the management philosophy of maintaining
event-related personnel as full-time or part-time staff. Another factor relates to the management and
physical relationship the facility might have to other facilities. Ownership/management structure also
plays a role in the staffing plan where a facility operated by the local parks and recreation department
can often share administrative and maintenance costs with the broader municipal department. The
number and type of courts, the overall mission of the facility, the level of competition and primary uses
can also impact staffing levels. In addition, the extent that contracted services and/or organized labor
are used also impacts staffing at a facility.
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Because it is assumed that the proposed new indoor multi-sport facility will be managed and marketed
by the LRCVB, some of the general/administrative, operations and marketing/sales responsibilities are
assumed to be absorbed by LRCVB personnel. For purposes of this analysis, the facility is assumed to
employ 6.5 to 7.5 staff including a general manager as well as event coordination, operations,
concessions, and administrative personnel. The salaries and wages associated with these positions are
estimated to range from $275,000 to $315,000.
Benefits – Benefits are estimated to be 30% of the salaries and wages or approximately $83,000 to
$95,000.
Utilities – Utilities, which include water, sewer, and electric, generally represent one of the highest
expense items for these types of facilities and can be variable depending upon the level of utilization and
decisions concerning energy systems and management. Based on research including information on
comparable facilities, utilities expense is estimated to be range from $210,000 to $222,000.
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Repairs & Maintenance - This line item includes labor, equipment and materials associated with
maintaining the facility and the general grounds. Depending on their management/ownership
philosophy, some comparable facilities provide repairs and maintenance internally while others contract
this service to a third party. Based on the assumed nature of the potential new indoor multi-sport facility
as a high-end tournament facility, repairs and maintenance expenses are estimated to range from
$175,000 to $190,000 irrespective of whether this service is performed in-house or contracted out. In
addition, facility management at comparable facilities stressed the importance of appropriate funding for
this line item in order to maintain quality courts and be marketable for large regional/national
tournament level play.
General, Administrative & Other – This line item includes various general expenses used in the day-today management of the potential new indoor multi-sport facility that may include office supplies,
insurance, travel, communications, technology, postage, membership dues, etc. General, administrative
and other expenses are estimated to range from $80,000 to $88,000.
Insurance – Due to factors such as utilization, facility program elements as well as the amount and type
of coverage, insurance expenses vary among facilities. Based on input from the LRCVB, this analysis
assumes that property, casualty, and liability insurance needs associated with the proposed new indoor
multi-sport facility are borne as part of facility operations. Based on the preliminary cost estimates
provided by Convergence Design, estimated event activity and information provided by industry
insurance representatives, annual insurance costs related to property and liability coverage are estimated
to range from $77,000 to $88,000.
Marketing – Providing a new indoor multi-sport facility alone will not bring events to the venue. An
aggressive marketing strategy will need to be undertaken to better allow the proposed facility to
diversify and enhance its event base, particularly for large tournaments. As mentioned previously, it is
assumed that some marketing/sales responsibilities are absorbed by LRCVB personnel. In addition, it is
recommended and assumed that the facility will establish an annual dedicated marketing budget for
event development ranging between $55,000 and $60,000 that can be used to attract, develop, host
and/or sponsor large sporting events/tournaments to the proposed new facility. This is consistent with
industry practices and is considered critical in order to help establish the new venue’s reputation as a
premiere multi-sport tournament facility and enhance its on-going marketability.
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Reserve for Replacement – It is recommended that the facility owner and operator plan for an annual
payment specifically designated as a reserve for replacement fund in order to safeguard its investment.
This fund is intended to cover any extraordinary annual/future capital repairs or improvements to the
facility. For purposes of this analysis, the reserve for replacement fund is estimated to be 5% of
operating revenue or approximately $47,000 to $51,000.
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Economic and Fiscal Impact Analysis
As discussed in the market analysis, it is our understanding that the primary objectives of the potential
new indoor multi-sport facility are to draw out-of-town visitors and enhance economic impact from
tourism. As such, this section of the report outlines the potential benefits that could be generated by
activity at the potential new indoor multi-sport facility.
Little Rock and the State of Arkansas would benefit from operations of the potential new indoor multisport facility in a number of ways including such tangible and intangible benefits as:


Enhancing the quality of life to area residents



Fostering the development of elite-level indoor sport participants in the area



Offering an attractive venue to residents and visitors that hosts diverse event activity



Enhancing the area’s image as a destination by increasing its amenities



Broadening market reach to new visitors



Attracting visitors during off-peak months



Increasing economic and fiscal impacts for local and State governments



Capitalizing on existing tourism efforts



Receiving increased State, regional and national exposure through hosting regional and national
event activity
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Serving as a catalyst for future development in the region



Generating private sector development and/or funding

Each of these benefits is important in assessing the impacts that the proposed new facility may have on
the area. Although the value of many of these benefits is difficult to measure, the economic activity
generated can be quantified. As such, this analysis estimates the economic impacts associated with the
ongoing operations of the potential new indoor multi-sport facility.
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General Methodology Overview
An assessment of the economic benefits that could occur in the local area and the State as a result of the
potential new indoor multi-sport facility can be approached in several ways. The approach used in this
analysis considers expenditures generated from on-going facility operations from items such as salaries
and wages, benefits, utilities, repairs/maintenance, marketing, general/administrative and other as well
as spending by participants and spectators outside the facility on items such as lodging, restaurants,
retail, entertainment/recreation and transportation as the initial measure of economic activity in the
marketplace. Once the amount for direct spending is quantified, a calculated multiplier is applied to
generate the indirect and induced effects. The sum of direct, indirect and induced effects equals total
economic impact which is expressed in terms of spending (output), employment (jobs), and personal
earnings. This analysis also estimates the fiscal impacts generated from on-going operations of the
potential new indoor multi-sport facility.

Estimate the Annual Economic and Fiscal Impacts Associated with the Potential
New Indoor Multi-Sport Facility in Little Rock
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Spending (Output)
Total direct, indirect,
induced spending
effects generated by
the project

Employment (Jobs)
Number of full and
part-time jobs
supported by the
project

Personal Earnings
Wages and salaries
earned by employees
of businesses
associated with or
impacted by the
project

Tax Revenues (Fiscal)
Sales and use tax
Income tax
Advertising &
promotion tax
Parks & tourism tax

The number of events and attendance, event mix, estimate of overnight vs. non-overnight attendees,
facility financial operations, industry trends, economic conditions, direct spending categories used, per
person spending amounts, distribution of spending, multipliers, and specific taxes quantified are all
variables that influence the economic and fiscal impact estimates. All amounts are presented in current
dollars and rounded to the nearest thousand.
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Economic Impact Analysis Methodology
Regional input-output models are typically used by economists as a tool to understand the flow of goods
and services among regions and measure the complex interactions among them given an initial spending
estimate.
Direct Spending
Estimating direct spending is the first step in calculating economic impact. Direct spending represents
the initial change in spending that occurs as a direct result of operations of the potential new indoor
multi-sport facility. As graphically depicted below, direct spending occurs both inside and outside of
the facility.

Sources of Direct Spending

Facility Expenses
Salaries and Wages
Benefits

Repairs & Maintenance
Utilities
Marketing
General, Administrative & Other

Attendee Spending Outside the Facility
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Hotels/Lodging
Restaurants
Retail
Transportation
Entertainment/Recreation

Because all of this spending does not occur in the local area, adjustments are made to account for
leakage (spending which occurs outside of the local economy) and displacement (spending which would
have occurred elsewhere in the economy without the presence of the potential new indoor multi-sport
facility in Little Rock).
Indirect/Induced Impacts
The economic activity generated by operations of the potential new indoor multi-sport facility affects
more than just the venue. In preparation for new spending in the economy, several other economic
sectors are impacted and jobs are created. Indirect effects reflect the re-spending of the initial or direct
expenditures or the business-to-business transactions required to satisfy the direct effect. Induced
effects reflect changes in local spending on goods and services that result from income changes in the
directly and indirectly affected industry sectors. The model generates estimates of these impacts
through a series of relationships using local-level average wages, prices and transportation data, taking
into account commute patterns and the relative interdependence of the economy on outside regions for
goods and services.
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Multiplier Effect
In an effort to quantify the inputs needed to produce the total output, economists have developed
multiplier models. The estimation of multipliers relies on input-output models, a technique for
quantifying interactions between firms, industries and social institutions within a local economy. This
analysis uses IMPLAN software and databases which are developed under exclusive rights by the
Minnesota IMPLAN Group, Inc. IMPLAN, which stands for Impact Analysis for Planning, is a
computer software package that consists of procedures for estimating local input-output models and
associated databases. The IMPLAN software package allows the estimation of the multiplier effects of
changes in final demand for one industry on all other industries within a defined economic area. Its
proprietary methodology includes a matrix of production and distribution data among all counties in the
U.S. As such, the advantages of this model are that it is sensitive to both location and type of spending
and has the ability to provide indirect/induced spending, employment and earnings information by
specific industry category while taking into account the leakages associated with the purchase of certain
goods and services outside the economy under consideration. Once the direct spending amounts are
assigned to a logical category, the IMPLAN model estimates the economic multiplier effects for each
type of direct new spending attracted to or retained in the area resulting from operations of the potential
new indoor multi-sport facility.
For purposes of this analysis, the following industry multipliers were used:
Summary of Multipliers
Category
Spending
Employment*
Hotels
1.5829
16.9
Eating & Drinking Places
1.5353
22.3
Retail Trade
1.5991
18.5
Entertainment/Recreation
1.7095
25.0
Transportation
1.7081
14.8
Utilities
1.4390
2.5
Insurance
1.9245
9.6
Business Services
1.3420
6.1
Note: *indicates the number of jobs per $1 million in spending.
Source: IMPLAN.
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Earnings
0.5075
0.5548
0.6030
0.5223
0.6362
0.1981
0.5587
0.3075

These multipliers reflect IMPLAN’s latest available economic data reflecting 2013 transactions and the
complex interactions among regions.
Total Economic Impact
The calculated multiplier effect is then added to the direct impact to quantify the total economic impact
in terms of spending, employment and earnings which are defined below:


Spending (output) represents the total direct and indirect/induced spending effects generated by the
potential new indoor multi-sport facility. This calculation measures the total dollar change in
spending (output) that occurs in the local economy for each dollar of output delivered to final
demand.
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Employment (jobs) represents the number of full and part-time jobs supported by the potential new
indoor multi-sport facility. The employment multiplier measures the total change in the number of
jobs supported in the local economy for each additional $1.0 million of output delivered to final
demand.



Personal Earnings represent the wages and salaries earned by employees of businesses associated
with or impacted by the potential new indoor multi-sport facility. In other words, the multiplier
measures the total dollar change in earnings of households employed by the affected industries for
each additional dollar of output delivered to final demand.

The following graphic illustrates the multiplier effects for calculating total economic impact.
Direct Spending – initial change in spending
Facility Expenses & Spending Outside of the Facility

Indirect Spending – re-spending of the initial or direct expenditures
Wholesalers

Manufacturers

Distributors

Transporters

Retailer

Other
Industries

Induced Spending – changes in local spending on goods/services resulting from income
changes
Household Spending

Business Services
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Government
Spending

Other Economic
Sectors

Total Economic Impact
Spending (Output)

Employment (Jobs)

Personal Earnings

Methodology – Fiscal Impact Analysis
The estimated spending generated by operations of the potential new indoor multi-sport facility creates
tax revenues for the local jurisdictions and the State. Although experience in other markets suggests that
a significant portion of the direct spending would occur near the facility, spending also occurs in other
areas within the State, particularly such spending as business services and the everyday expenditures of
residents. Major tax sources impacted by facility operations were identified and taxable amounts to
apply to each respective tax rate were estimated. Although other taxes, such as property taxes, may also
be positively impacted by on-going facility operations, this analysis estimates revenues generated from
State sales/use tax, parks and tourism tax, personal income tax, and corporate income tax, as well as
local sales tax and advertising/promotion tax.
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Annual Economic Impacts from On-Going Operations
The table below summarizes the estimated annual economic impact generated from on-going operations
of the potential new indoor multi-sport facility in terms of direct, indirect/induced and total spending,
total jobs and total earnings and is followed by a discussion of each component.

Category
Spending

Potential New Indoor Multi-Sport Facility in Little Rock
Estimated Economic Impacts Generated from On-Going Operations
Little Rock
State of Arkansas
Range
Range

Direct Spending
Indirect/Induced Spending
Total Spending
Total Jobs
Total Earnings

$18,319,000
11,084,000
$29,403,000
350
$10,293,000

-

$21,684,000
13,127,000
$34,811,000

-

410

-

$12,194,000

$20,317,000
12,304,000
$32,621,000
390
$11,434,000

-

$24,054,000
14,576,000
$38,630,000

-

460

-

$13,545,000

Note: State amounts include local amounts.

Direct Spending
As mentioned previously, the first step in calculating economic impact is estimating the direct spending
generated in the local and State economies. Direct spending relates to expenses generated from ongoing operations of the potential new indoor multi-sport facility as well as attendee spending outside of
the facility. Adjustments were made in order to account for leakage and displacement and better reflect
the direct spending that would occur in local area and the State.
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Budgetary Spending – Based on estimated financial operations for the potential new indoor multi-sport
facility presented previously, direct spending from operating expenses is estimated to range from
approximately $865,000 to $955,000 in the State, of which approximately $812,000 to $894,000 is
estimated to occur in the local area. This spending amount is adjusted to take into account that a portion
of salaries, wages and benefits will be spent outside the economy on items such as health insurance,
taxes, mortgage payments, etc.
Attendee Spending Outside the Potential New Indoor Multi-Sport Facility - This category reflects the
spending patterns of attendees outside the facility before and after the event. Based on the estimated
mix of event activity, attendees were categorized as high impact tournament attendees (which generate
hotel room nights) and low impact tournament attendees and assigned different spending amounts based
on the survey of potential users and data provided by secondary sources. These spending amounts were
then allocated among various categories including lodging, eating and drinking places, retail,
entertainment/recreation and transportation. For purposes of this analysis, a spending amount of $125
per day for high impact tournament attendees and $50 per day for low impact tournament attendees are
utilized. Based on these and other assumptions, direct event attendee spending outside of the potential
new indoor multi-sport facility is estimated to range from approximately $19.5 million to $23.1 million
at the State level, of which approximately $17.5 million to $20.8 million is estimated to occur at the
local level.
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Given the anticipated level of play for the league activity at the potential new indoor multi-sport facility,
there may be additional direct spending that occurs in Little Rock from participants/spectators who come
from outside the area which is not reflected in this analysis to provide a more conservative approach.
Summary of Direct Spending Inputs - Based on these assumptions, the direct spending related to ongoing operations and attendee spending outside the potential new indoor multi-sport facility is estimated
to range from $20.3 million to $24.1 million in the State, of which $18.3 million to $21.7 million in
estimated to occur in the local area.
Potential New Indoor Multi-Sport Facility in Little Rock
Summary of Direct Spending
Little Rock
Category
Range
Budgetary Spending
$812,000 $894,000
Attendee Spending Outside the Facility
$17,507,000 $20,790,000
Total
$18,319,000
$21,684,000
Note: State amounts include local amounts.

State of Arkansas
Range
$865,000
$955,000
$19,452,000
$23,099,000
$20,317,000
$24,054,000

These spending amounts are considered direct spending and, therefore, serve as the basis for the
multiplier analysis. Direct spending amounts were assigned logical industry categories and relevant
multipliers were applied to these amounts in order to calculate estimates for total spending, jobs and
earnings.
Indirect/Induced Spending
The IMPLAN model is used to generate the indirect and induced impacts spawned from the estimated
economic activities within the area. The indirect impacts represent inter-industry trade from business to
business. Likewise, the induced impacts represent the economic activity spurred by the household trade
that occurs when employees make consumer purchases with their incomes. According to the IMPLAN
model, direct spending spurred by the potential new indoor multi-sport facility is estimated to generate
between $12.3 million to $14.6 million in the State, of which approximately $11.1 million to $13.1
million is estimated to occur in the local area.
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Total Spending
Outputs from the IMPLAN model indicate that total (i.e., direct, indirect and induced) spending is
estimated to range from $32.6 million to $38.6 million in the State, of which approximately $29.4
million to $34.8 million is estimated to occur in the local area. Dividing the total impacts by the direct
impacts yields an economic multiplier of approximately 1.60. Thus, every dollar of direct spending is
estimated to generate $1.60 in total economic activity.
Total Jobs
Based on the IMPLAN model, which calculates the number of jobs per $1.0 million in direct spending,
the economic activity associated with the on-going operations of the potential new indoor multi-sport
facility is estimated to generate between 390 to 460 total jobs in the State, of which 350 to 410 are
estimated to be generated in the local area. These jobs would be created in many sectors of the
economy, which both directly and indirectly support the increased level of business activity in the area.
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Total Earnings
Outputs from the IMPLAN model indicate that total earnings generated from the on-going operations of
the potential new indoor multi-sport facility are estimated to range from $11.4 million to $13.5 million
in the State, of which approximately $10.3 million to $12.2 million would be generated in the local area.
Annual Fiscal Impacts from On-Going Operations
As shown below, the annual fiscal impacts estimated to be generated from annual operations of the
potential new indoor multi-sport facility range from approximately $2.4 million to $2.9 million.
Potential New Indoor Multi-Sport Facility in Little Rock
Estimated Annual Fiscal Impacts Generated from On-Going Operations
Municipality/Tax
Range
City of Little Rock
City Sales Tax
$296,000
$351,000
Advertising & Promotion Tax
143,000
171,000
County Sales Tax - City Share
112,000
132,000
Subtotal
$551,000
$654,000
Pulaski County
County Sales Tax - County Share
State of Arkansas
Sales and Use Tax
Individual Income Tax
Corporate Income Tax
Parks & Tourism Tax
Subtotal
Grand Total

$108,000

-

$127,000

$1,288,000
277,000
101,000
92,000
$1,758,000

-

$1,527,000
328,000
120,000
110,000
$2,085,000

$2,417,000

-

$2,866,000

CONFIDE NTIAL

The following pages outline significant assumptions utilized in this fiscal impacts analysis.
Local Municipalities
Little Rock Local Sales Tax – The City of Little Rock imposes a 1.5% sales tax on goods and services
purchased in the City. Taxable items are primarily governed by the State’s sales and use tax. Proceeds
from these taxes are dedicated to the City’s general fund as well as designated capital improvement
projects. For purposes of this analysis, the tax rate was applied to a portion of direct and
indirect/induced spending to take into account exempt sales.
Little Rock Advertising and Promotion Tax - Arkansas law permits municipalities to levy a tax of 3% or
less on the gross receipts of temporary lodging and prepared foods. Municipalities that levy a tax under
this authority are required to create an advertising and promotion commission consisting of seven
members consisting of hotel, restaurant, and municipality representatives.
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The City of Little Rock levies a 2.0% advertising and promotion tax. Proceeds from the tax may be
dedicated to promoting the city; as well as the construction, improvement, maintenance, and operation
of tourist promotion facilities and/or public recreation facilities. For purposes of this analysis, the tax
rate was applied to direct hotel spending at the local level, gross food/beverage revenue in the proposed
facility, and a portion of attendee spending on food/beverage outside the venue to take into account that
unprepared foods are not taxable (e.g., grocery items).
Pulaski County Local Sales Tax – Pulaski County imposes a 1.0% sales tax on goods and services
purchased in the County. Taxable items are primarily governed by the State’s sales and use tax. The
distribution of proceeds from this tax is based on the Little Rock population as a percent of Pulaski
County’s total population. According to the City, Little Rock receives a pro-rata share of approximately
51% of this tax. For purposes of this analysis, the tax rate was applied to a portion of direct and
indirect/induced spending to take into account exempt sales.
State of Arkansas
Sales and Use Tax – The State of Arkansas imposes a 6.5% tax on the sales of tangible personal
property and various types of services throughout the State. Unprepared food and food ingredients are
taxed at a reduced rate of 1.5%. For purposes of this analysis, the tax rate was applied to estimated
taxable direct and indirect/induced spending at the State level.
Personal Income Tax - The State of Arkansas imposes a personal income tax assessed against personal
income earned in the State. The State income tax is a graduated rate ranging from 0.9% to 7.0% of
taxable income. For purposes of this analysis and based on information provided by the State
Department of Revenue and the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, an effective tax rate of 2.4% was
calculated based on the federal adjusted gross income and the total personal income tax paid to the State
in 2013 (the most recent year for which data was available). This effective tax rate was applied to total
State-level earnings estimated to be generated from the proposed new indoor multi-sport facility.
CONFIDE NTIAL

Corporate Income Tax - Arkansas imposes a tax on net corporate income on every domestic and foreign
corporation doing business in the State using a graduated rate ranging from 1.0% to 6.5%. Based on
information provided by the Arkansas Department of Revenue and the Bureau of Economic Analysis, an
effective tax rate of 0.3% was calculated by taking the ratio of total corporate income tax paid to the
State to the Gross State Product in 2013. This effective tax rate was applied to total State-level spending
estimated to be generated from the proposed new indoor multi-sport facility.
Parks & Tourism Tax – A 2.0% parks and tourism tax is imposed on all accommodations in the State of
Arkansas including hotels, motels, recreational vehicle camp sites as well as admission to some tourist
attractions. The revenues generated by this tax are collected by the State and used by the Department of
Parks and Tourism exclusively for the promotion of tourism in Arkansas. For purposes of this analysis,
the tax rate was applied to direct spending on hotels and a portion of direct spending on entertainment.
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